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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

MONCLER S.p.A., 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

121212; 11368796 CANADA CORPORATION; 

621v54fgrf; aa0433; abby2019; acorusjacket; 

Agjutbmmmmd; ahdkajhsafdfjkadhda; 

aitian_cap; akilig5201314; apparel8876; 

aqingxiaodian962014; Asia Trading; asong311; 

AttackE; babaaidoudou; babaainuonuo; baggucci; 

bagsmonopoly666; baiyueguan3; baiyueguan6; 

balenciag_a02; balsamor; bbb559; beachpet; 

Beader01; beauty10; beibiaja; beihaizhilei3; 

beltstore_; BernardBelser; Bieber shop; 

bifende001; bigget; Bikini 33; bin8688c2; 

bin8688c8; bing989; bingo2; boylondon01; 

brand1266; brandfashionbelt; budge store; bumen; 

buyandedhti; catherine003; changlegongzhu_a; 

changlegongzhu_b; changlegongzhu_c; chanjiaq; 

chen3shops; chenyu2; chevdl8xztjm; chickenkings; 

chinacpcompany1; chromeheart00; chuban7; 

ckck1358; clothes8866; clotheshopstore; 

clothing445; clothingsdha; clothingstore_b; 

clothingwholesale7; colasofa; cong06; 

conghaowen4797; cool_clothes; cyc8989; 

daihengyuan993; daiyanhp; dang01; Dean Anhui; 

Designer brand clothing 2336; designer_brand02; 

designer_show; designer_style8; designervip2; 

dhgatehhh; dhgatejn; dhhrtubuy; dhnetmm; 

dhsdh; dhtopseller003; dodoii; dongjianjun438457; 

dorianstores; douwudhtibuy; down_jacket_zn; 

downjacket888; dp02; dress2017; dunwang; 
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ergouzi2019; essstore; evisu_designer01; 

factory_sportshoes; Fashion brand clothing store; 

Fashion clothing; fashion gg belt; Fashion 

trend88888; fashion_life816; fashion_life8888; 

fashion0821; fashion1618; fashionluxury001; 

fengyang1101; fengyun66; fingures; fsk03; 

funny6631; funstudio; fyerue56; gjybest002; 

gjybest005; gjybest04; glasseswell_666; godmen; 

godnice88; gogo_jewelry; goodgirl1122; 

goodjob2017; goodsalerss; goosezcw; gouzha; 

grenfydeury6; guaiguaiwei; gugujone; 

guochuan1313; guoqing01; guoxiaomin8029; 

guuuuu; gxvcmnb; gxy5; hangyu6; haoyun1899; 

happyfamily8; hatsky; healthdowncoat; 

hellobabystore; hexiaomei0716; himask; hjftuyk; 

hlq1025; hmnike5; home full; honestseller618; 

hong1358; hongzong66; horizonstore; 

hotclothes0828; hotouyodhgate; huanshopsyios; 

huhdhgate; huiqin88; imenbuydhtiat; jeepcn; 

jianjian19; jiaxingdress; jiehao; jiexiang888; 

jieyou524256; julin102; junlilac; kering04; 

kering06; kevin00133; kickbuyluxury1; king9888; 

kingshopss; kobe_shop; kuikui_1; l13679999272; 

labulaka3; laiwant2; ld888888; liang1721621949; 

liangchunxia188; liaohua01; lin1897; lin6158; 

ling589; linglong518518; linshiyan; lisy2; 

liuclothing1995; long004; longduan1588; Loom; 

lovesunny2016529; luckystar001; lucyjewelry; 

luodi98k; luxury belt; Luxury leather belt 8168; 

luxury1618; luxurybrands_store; luxuryclothes; 

luxuryclothingstore; luxuryexclusivity68; 

luxurysunglasses8866; lzytop004; maidou666; 

makemore1122; mancoat; manuwatches77; 

marinadm; mary2100; Men's business casual 

shirts; mens designers sweaters; mens winter coats; 

mingxia3; Monclair stone; monclair_factory888; 

monclercoat; morangbuydhtr; mvp_shops01; 
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mysexdolls; nasaspace; Naubowo minicar; 

nchibuydhtuy; new designers t shirts mens; 

new_goods; nicoley; nifuroerta; nini666; OFF 

Brand clothing store; off_essentialso1; 

off_palm5000; offwhiteonsale; onlyyourshoes; 

ourlove_66; oyeclothes; palm2021; pengxiaa; 

pinocchio_toys; pitergz; popular_style; prophe; 

qianduofff; rainbow_costumes; reliable; rose500; 

Rosiesilaisws; rttz554jjk; sanhai001; sarajewelry; 

sepal01; sgdjahwqjdhqudjq; she_in; shjfdjsjkd; 

Shopping party; ShTYYRaron Jones; simpletaste; 

sixu23; sixu86; snaker668; sofia11xia; spawilmary; 

sportlife2021; springsnow88; Stone Island Man; 

StoneIsland888; streetfashion2020; stussyboy; 

superca; supermans88; sushop; Sweetmelt; 

taidi5588; tchope666; The Secret the Mila; 

thxia1983; Top  designer brand store; Top 

supplier; topshop8888; toptopjersey; 

transcendental; trendoff; trendofthelv6; 

trendytshirt; Trust me HH; tshirts20; usajersey2; 

vcool go; vlone01; vlonetshirt; vogocloth; 

vogocm99; wangguangze7852; wangkai7236989; 

wangxiaotian2439; wangxifengg; Westfield; 

whiteker; wingwing000; wingyou; 

winterdownjackets; wjcy_jewelry; wolfjacket; 

wu6718; wuduihuiqianli; wuqi888; xiajiaohao; 

xiang1314; xiangesa; xiaofengbo; xingdong3; 

xm_min; xqnm724; xstone; xue04; xuehuaxiu_d; 

yang625990; yanglinzhi1962; yangqingserena1988; 

yayabb; yingying16889; yy08175012; yzluxi; 

zgrose; zhan369; zhenfushi1_2022; 

ZHENGWENSHU6943510; zhuangmin; 

Zihao66666; zpy888555; and zuohaian001, 

 

Defendants. 
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COMPLAINT 

1) This is an action for federal trademark infringement and 

counterfeiting, and false designation of origin, in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051 et 

seq., and common law trademark infringement and unfair competition.  

2) This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the federal trademark 

infringement, counterfeiting, and false designation of origin claims pursuant to 

15 U.S.C. § 1121. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the remaining 

common law claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367. 

3) This Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants because 

Defendants, on information and belief, transact business within Georgia or have 

committed a tortious injury within Georgia caused by an act or omission outside 

the state and regularly do or solicit business, or engage in other persistent courses 

of conduct, or derive substantial revenue from goods used or consumed in Georgia.  

4) Alternatively, this Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(k)(2) if any given Defendant is not 

subject to the jurisdiction of any state’s court of general jurisdiction, because 

exercising jurisdiction over each Defendant is consistent with the United States 

Constitution and its laws. 
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5) Venue is appropriate in this judicial district pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1391 because a substantial part of the property that is the subject of the 

action is situated in this district, and/or because the Defendants are subject to 

personal jurisdiction in this district, and/or because Defendants do not reside in the 

United States and, therefore, may be sued in any judicial district. 

THE PARTIES 

6) Plaintiff Moncler S.p.A. is an Italian joint stock company with its 

principal place of business at Via Stendhal, 47 Milan, Italy I-20144. 

7) On information and belief, Defendants 121212; 11368796 CANADA 

CORPORATION; 621v54fgrf; aa0433; abby2019; acorusjacket; Agjutbmmmmd; 

ahdkajhsafdfjkadhda; aitian_cap; akilig5201314; apparel8876; 

aqingxiaodian962014; Asia Trading; asong311; AttackE; babaaidoudou; 

babaainuonuo; baggucci; bagsmonopoly666; baiyueguan3; baiyueguan6; 

balenciag_a02; balsamor; bbb559; beachpet; Beader01; beauty10; beibiaja; 

beihaizhilei3; beltstore_; BernardBelser; Bieber shop; bifende001; bigget; Bikini 

33; bin8688c2; bin8688c8; bing989; bingo2; boylondon01; brand1266; 

brandfashionbelt; budge store; bumen; buyandedhti; catherine003; 

changlegongzhu_a; changlegongzhu_b; changlegongzhu_c; chanjiaq; chen3shops; 

chenyu2; chevdl8xztjm; chickenkings; chinacpcompany1; chromeheart00; 
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chuban7; ckck1358; clothes8866; clotheshopstore; clothing445; clothingsdha; 

clothingstore_b; clothingwholesale7; colasofa; cong06; conghaowen4797; 

cool_clothes; cyc8989; daihengyuan993; daiyanhp; dang01; Dean Anhui; Designer 

brand clothing 2336; designer_brand02; designer_show; designer_style8; 

designervip2; dhgatehhh; dhgatejn; dhhrtubuy; dhnetmm; dhsdh; dhtopseller003; 

dodoii; dongjianjun438457; dorianstores; douwudhtibuy; down_jacket_zn; 

downjacket888; dp02; dress2017; dunwang; ergouzi2019; essstore; 

evisu_designer01; factory_sportshoes; Fashion brand clothing store; Fashion 

clothing; fashion gg belt; Fashion trend88888; fashion_life816; fashion_life8888; 

fashion0821; fashion1618; fashionluxury001; fengyang1101; fengyun66; fingures; 

fsk03; funny6631; funstudio; fyerue56; gjybest002; gjybest005; gjybest04; 

glasseswell_666; godmen; godnice88; gogo_jewelry; goodgirl1122; goodjob2017; 

goodsalerss; goosezcw; gouzha; grenfydeury6; guaiguaiwei; gugujone; 

guochuan1313; guoqing01; guoxiaomin8029; guuuuu; gxvcmnb; gxy5; hangyu6; 

haoyun1899; happyfamily8; hatsky; healthdowncoat; hellobabystore; 

hexiaomei0716; himask; hjftuyk; hlq1025; hmnike5; home full; honestseller618; 

hong1358; hongzong66; horizonstore; hotclothes0828; hotouyodhgate; 

huanshopsyios; huhdhgate; huiqin88; imenbuydhtiat; jeepcn; jianjian19; 

jiaxingdress; jiehao; jiexiang888; jieyou524256; julin102; junlilac; kering04; 
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kering06; kevin00133; kickbuyluxury1; king9888; kingshopss; kobe_shop; 

kuikui_1; l13679999272; labulaka3; laiwant2; ld888888; liang1721621949; 

liangchunxia188; liaohua01; lin1897; lin6158; ling589; linglong518518; linshiyan; 

lisy2; liuclothing1995; long004; longduan1588; Loom; lovesunny2016529; 

luckystar001; lucyjewelry; luodi98k; luxury belt; Luxury leather belt 8168; 

luxury1618; luxurybrands_store; luxuryclothes; luxuryclothingstore; 

luxuryexclusivity68; luxurysunglasses8866; lzytop004; maidou666; 

makemore1122; mancoat; manuwatches77; marinadm; mary2100; Men's business 

casual shirts; mens designers sweaters; mens winter coats; mingxia3; Monclair 

stone; monclair_factory888; monclercoat; morangbuydhtr; mvp_shops01; 

mysexdolls; nasaspace; Naubowo minicar; nchibuydhtuy; new designers t shirts 

mens; new_goods; nicoley; nifuroerta; nini666; OFF Brand clothing store; 

off_essentialso1; off_palm5000; offwhiteonsale; onlyyourshoes; ourlove_66; 

oyeclothes; palm2021; pengxiaa; pinocchio_toys; pitergz; popular_style; prophe; 

qianduofff; rainbow_costumes; reliable; rose500; Rosiesilaisws; rttz554jjk; 

sanhai001; sarajewelry; sepal01; sgdjahwqjdhqudjq; she_in; shjfdjsjkd; Shopping 

party; ShTYYRaron Jones; simpletaste; sixu23; sixu86; snaker668; sofia11xia; 

spawilmary; sportlife2021; springsnow88; Stone Island Man; StoneIsland888; 

streetfashion2020; stussyboy; superca; supermans88; sushop; Sweetmelt; 
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taidi5588; tchope666; The Secret the Mila; thxia1983; Top  designer brand store; 

Top supplier; topshop8888; toptopjersey; transcendental; trendoff; trendofthelv6; 

trendytshirt; Trust me HH; tshirts20; usajersey2; vcool go; vlone01; vlonetshirt; 

vogocloth; vogocm99; wangguangze7852; wangkai7236989; wangxiaotian2439; 

wangxifengg; Westfield; whiteker; wingwing000; wingyou; winterdownjackets; 

wjcy_jewelry; wolfjacket; wu6718; wuduihuiqianli; wuqi888; xiajiaohao; 

xiang1314; xiangesa; xiaofengbo; xingdong3; xm_min; xqnm724; xstone; xue04; 

xuehuaxiu_d; yang625990; yanglinzhi1962; yangqingserena1988; yayabb; 

yingying16889; yy08175012; yzluxi; zgrose; zhan369; zhenfushi1_2022; 

ZHENGWENSHU6943510; zhuangmin; Zihao66666; zpy888555; and 

zuohaian001 (“Defendants”) are foreign entities, associations, or individuals with 

unknown locations, all of whom advertise and sell a variety of goods through their 

virtual storefronts on various e-commerce marketplaces, such as Alibaba, 

AliExpress, DHGate, Amazon, Ebay, Joom, and/or Wish (each a “Marketplace” 

and collectively the “Marketplaces”). 

8) Each Defendant is known to Plaintiff only by its unique Marketplace 

name and ID number.  
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9) On information and belief, Defendants offer for sale, sell, and ship 

goods to customers in the United States, including in this judicial district, through 

their virtual storefronts on the Marketplaces. 

RELEVANT FACTS 

Plaintiff’s Trademarks 

10) Plaintiff is a well-known manufacturer of premium outerwear, high-

end luxury garments, headgear, footwear and related accessories sold under 

various well-known trademarks. 

11) Plaintiff owns numerous federal trademark applications and 

registrations for its valuable trademarks including, but not limited to, MONCLER, 

its “stylized bell” design and its “stylized letter M + rooster” design.  Attached 

hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of certificates of registration 

reflecting Plaintiff’s federal trademarks (collectively, “Marks” or “Plaintiff’s 

Marks”).  

12) Each of the registrations for Plaintiff’s Marks is valid and enforceable. 

13) Plaintiff has used its Marks in commerce since as early as 1955 and 

has not abandoned any of the Marks. 
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14) As a result of Plaintiff’s extensive advertising and promotion of its 

goods under Plaintiff’s Marks, Plaintiff’s Marks have achieved considerable 

goodwill throughout the United States and the world. 

15) On information and belief, Defendants offer for sale and sell a wide 

variety of goods to customers in the United States, including in this judicial 

district. 

16) On information and belief, Defendants routinely sell goods bearing 

counterfeit or infringing marks of well-known trademark owners. 

17) On information and belief, Defendants hide their true identities by 

using aliases, withholding or providing false contact information, or otherwise 

using false and deceptive means to avoid detection. 

18) Defendants are using in commerce colorable imitations of one or more 

of Plaintiff’s Marks, or marks that are confusingly similar to one or more of 

Plaintiff’s Marks, on or in connection with the advertising and sale of goods that 

are similar to or compete with Plaintiff’s well-known goods. 

19) Defendants are advertising and selling goods bearing counterfeit or 

infringing copies of Plaintiff’s Marks through their respective virtual storefronts on 

the Marketplaces. 
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20) Plaintiff and/or the undersigned counsel have reviewed all of the 

product listings at issue for each Defendant and confirmed that (a) each Defendant 

is using a spurious mark which is identical with or substantially indistinguishable 

from one or more of Plaintiff’s Marks on non-genuine reproductions of Plaintiff’s 

goods; or (b) each Defendant is using a mark confusingly similar to one or more of 

Plaintiff’s Marks in association with the marketing or sale of other goods and in 

such a manner as to confuse customers into believing the goods are genuine.  

21) None of the Defendants are authorized to offer for sale or sell goods 

bearing any of Plaintiff’s Marks. Genuine goods bearing Plaintiff’s Marks may be 

purchased only from Plaintiff directly or from authorized retailers. 

22) Based on the undersigned counsel’s experience prosecuting similar 

cases, Defendants likely operate multiple virtual storefronts within and across 

multiple Marketplaces, are related to the manufacturers or suppliers of the 

counterfeit and/or infringing goods, coordinate with each other to acquire, market, 

sell, and distribute counterfeit and/or infringing goods, sell the counterfeit and/or 

infringing goods through the same limited number of e-commerce marketplace 

platforms that are well-known as sources of counterfeit and/or infringing goods, 

share images and information about the counterfeit and/or infringing goods for use 

on their Marketplace storefronts, and participate in on-line forums dedicated to 
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informing Marketplace sellers of new lawsuits and sharing defense and settlement 

strategies, and, therefore, form a “chain of distribution.” 

COUNT I. 

INFRINGEMENT OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK  

IN VIOLATION OF 15 U.S.C. § 1114 

 

23) Paragraphs 1-22 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 

24) Defendants are using marks or symbols in commerce that are likely to 

cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive, and likely to cause purchasers 

and potential purchasers to falsely believe that Defendants’ goods are sponsored 

by, approved by, or affiliated with Plaintiff, or that Plaintiff’s goods are sponsored 

by, approved by, or affiliated with Defendants. 

25) Defendants are using in commerce marks or symbols that are identical 

to, substantially indistinguishable from, colorable imitations of, or confusingly 

similar to Plaintiff’s Marks, and the unauthorized use of Plaintiff’s Marks by 

Defendants in commerce is likely to cause damage and other irreparable injury to 

Plaintiff unless such use is enjoined by this Court, Plaintiff having no adequate 

remedy at law. 

26) Defendants’ use of marks in commerce that are identical to, 

substantially indistinguishable from, colorable imitations of, or confusingly similar 
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to Plaintiff’s Marks constitutes an infringement of Plaintiff’s rights in and to its 

federally registered Marks in violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1114. 

27) After a reasonable opportunity for further investigation and discovery, 

it is likely the evidence will show that Defendants’ aforesaid acts have been and 

are being committed with knowledge of Plaintiff’s Marks, and that such acts are 

likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive. Defendants’ acts are 

therefore intentional, willful, and are maliciously calculated to cause confusion, to 

cause mistake, or to deceive. As such, this is an exceptional case. 

28) In accordance with 15 U.S.C. § 1117, Plaintiff is entitled to recover 

from Defendants: (1) their profits, (2) any damages sustained by Plaintiff, and (3) 

the costs of the instant action. Further, based upon the nature of Defendants’ 

violation of Plaintiff’s trademark rights, Plaintiff is entitled to reasonable 

attorney’s fees, treble damages, and/or enhanced profits. 

29) Plaintiff is further entitled to an award of three times its damages or 

Defendants’ profits for those Defendants found to be intentionally using a 

counterfeit mark, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117(b).  

30) Alternatively, Plaintiff may elect at any time before judgment to 

recover, instead of actual damages or profits, an award of statutory damages of not 
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less than $1,000 or more than $2,000,000 per counterfeit mark per type of good 

sold or offered for sale.  

31) Plaintiff has been or is likely to be irreparably damaged by 

Defendants’ use of counterfeit and/or infringing marks in the United States and 

will continue to be irreparably damaged unless such use is immediately and 

permanently enjoined by this Court. 

COUNT II. 

FEDERAL UNFAIR COMPETITION IN VIOLATION OF 

15 U.S.C. § 1125(a) 

 

32) Paragraphs 1-22 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 

33) In marketing and selling their goods in commerce in the United States, 

Defendants have used in connection with their goods a false designation of origin 

that is likely to cause confusion, to cause mistake, or to deceive others to believe 

that Defendants’ goods are sponsored by, approved by, originate with, or are 

affiliated with Plaintiff, or that Plaintiff’s goods are sponsored by, approved by, 

originate with, or are affiliated with Defendants. Defendants have caused their 

goods to be offered for sale in commerce with knowledge of such false designation 

of origin or description or representation. 

34) Defendants have willfully promoted in commerce the sale of their 

goods in a manner so as to falsely designate an origin or an association with 
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Plaintiff or with Plaintiff’s Marks, so as to be likely to cause confusion or mistake 

among purchasers as to the true origin, source, sponsorship, or affiliation of 

Plaintiff’s or Defendants’ goods, all to Defendants’ profit and to Plaintiff’s 

damage. 

35) Plaintiff has been and/or will be irreparably damaged by the use of 

such false designation and/or representation and will continue to be irreparably 

damaged unless Defendants are preliminarily and permanently enjoined by this 

Court, Plaintiff having no adequate remedy at law. 

36) Defendants’ acts constitute unfair competition, false designation of 

origin, and false description in violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).  

37) In accordance with 15 U.S.C. § 1117, Plaintiff is entitled to recover 

from Defendants: (1) their profits, (2) any damages sustained by Plaintiff, and (3) 

the costs of the instant action. Further, based upon the willful nature of 

Defendants’ violation of Plaintiff’s trademark rights, Plaintiff is entitled to 

reasonable attorney’s fees and the trebling of such profits or damages. 

COUNT III. 

COMMON LAW TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT AND UNFAIR 

COMPETITION 

 

38) Paragraphs 1-22 are realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 
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39) Defendants’ use of marks that are confusingly similar to Plaintiff’s 

Marks, in connection with goods which are the same as or are competitive with the 

goods of Plaintiff, is likely to cause confusion, to cause mistake, and to deceive. 

40) Defendants are offering their goods for sale with full knowledge of 

Plaintiff’s Marks. 

41) Defendants have promoted and offered for sale their goods in such a 

manner as to suggest an association, affiliation, or sponsorship with, or approval by 

Plaintiff, or so as to cause, or be likely to cause, confusion or mistake among 

purchasers as to the origin or sponsorship of Plaintiff’s or Defendants’ goods, all to 

Defendants’ profit and to Plaintiff’s damage. 

42) The aforesaid conduct of Defendants constitutes infringement of 

Plaintiff’s common law rights in and to Plaintiff’s Marks and further constitutes 

common law unfair competition, all of which has irreparably damaged and/or will 

irreparably damage Plaintiff, together with its goodwill and reputation, unless 

Defendants are enjoined and restrained by this Court, Plaintiff having no adequate 

remedy at law. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for a judgment of the Court as follows: 

1) That Defendants, and those persons in active concert or participation 

with Defendants, be preliminarily and permanently enjoined and restrained from 

advertising, offering for sale, or selling any goods under or in connection with 

Plaintiff’s Marks or any other designation, trademark, or service mark that is likely 

to cause confusion, mistake, or deception as to the source or sponsorship of 

Plaintiff’s or Defendants’ goods, or from otherwise infringing Plaintiff’s Marks;  

2) That an accounting be conducted and judgment be rendered against 

Defendants for: 

a) all profits received by Defendants from the sale of goods under 

or in connection with Plaintiff’s Marks in the United States; 

b) all damages in an amount proven at trial from, inter alia, 

Defendants’ trademark infringement, unfair competition, false designation of 

origin and false description or representation, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1051 

et seq.; and  

c) any other actual and compensatory damages in an amount not 

presently known but to be computed during the pendency of this action. 
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3) That any damages assessed against Defendants for trademark 

infringement and unfair competition be trebled as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1117, 

and any profits be enhanced as warranted; 

4) Alternatively, that Plaintiff be awarded statutory damages from each 

Defendant found to be using a counterfeit mark of no less than $1,000 and no more 

than $2,000,000 per mark per type of good sold;  

5) That Defendants be directed to file with the Court and serve upon 

Plaintiff, no later than thirty (30) days after the issuance of an injunction, a report 

in writing and under oath, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which each 

has complied with the injunctions requested in the immediately preceding 

paragraphs and any other provision of this Court’s Order; 

6) That Plaintiff have and recover its costs in this suit, including but not 

limited to reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses; and 

7) That Plaintiff have such other and further relief as this Court may 

deem just and proper. 

 Dated: October 25, 2021. 

Respectfully submitted, 

THE SLADKUS LAW GROUP 

 

s/Carrie A. Hanlon   

Carrie A. Hanlon 
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Ga. Bar No. 289725 

E-mail: carrie@sladlaw.com 

Jeffrey B. Sladkus  

Ga. Bar No. 651220 

E-mail: jeff@sladlaw.com 

Jason H. Cooper 

Ga. Bar No. 778884 

E-mail: jason@sladlaw.com 

 

1397 Carroll Drive 
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Reg. No. 5,332,131 

Registered Nov. 14, 2017 

Int. Cl.: 14, 18, 25

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.P.A. (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano
ITALY

CLASS 14: Imitation jewelry; costume jewelry; jewelry and imitation jewelry, namely,
trinkets, charms, threads of precious metal, bracelets, necklaces, lockets, chains, rings,
brooches, medallions, medals, pins, amulets; earrings; diadems; ornamental pins; tie pins;
pendants; cuff links; fancy keyrings of precious metals; precious metal key chains; precious
metal key holders; precious metal key rings, being trinkets or fobs; badges of precious metal;
jewelry cases, being caskets or boxes, not of precious metal; jewelry cases, being caskets;
shoe ornaments of precious metal; hat ornaments of precious metal; decorative boxes made of
precious metal; trophies of precious metal; statues of precious metal; figurines, being
statuettes, of precious metal; statuettes of precious metal; works of art of precious metal;
children jewellery, namely, trinkets, charms, bracelets, necklaces, lockets, chains, rings,
brooches, medallions, medals, amulets, earrings; clocks; wall clocks; watches; alarm clocks;
chronometers; chronographs as watches; wristwatches; stopwatches; pocket watches; cases
for clocks and watches; watch bands; watch straps; watch chains; watch bracelets

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases, of leather or leatherboard; leather straps;
card cases, being notecases; credit card cases, being wallets; calling card cases; leather for
furniture; business card cases; document cases; leather address hang-tags; clothing for pets;
collars for pets; bags for carrying animals; leather, unworked or semi-worked; moleskin,
being imitation of leather; fur-skins; raw skins; fur pelts; artificial fur; synthetic fur; animal
skins; animal hides; handbags; evening handbags; shopping bags, namely, canvas shopping
bags, leather shopping bags, mesh shopping bags, reusable shopping bags, shopping bags
made of skin shopping bags with wheels attached, string bags for shopping, textile shopping
bags and wheeled shopping bags; leather shopping bags; duffel bags; waist bags; barrel bags;
Boston bags; shoulder bags; traveling trunks; beach bags; clutch bags; attaché cases; school
bags; school satchels; schoolchildren's backpacks; bags for sports; garment bags for travel;
purses; coin purses; wallets; pocket wallets; carrying cases for documents; keycases; key
bags; key wallets; backpacks; briefcases; luggage; pouches for holding make-up, keys and
other personal items; shoe bags for travel; all purpose sports bags; tote bags; knapsacks;
rucksacks; haversacks; suitcases; trunks, being luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; hat boxes for
travel not of paper or cardboard; hat boxes of leather; handbag frames; leather key cases;
leather shoulder belts; leather pouches; leatherware, namely, traveling sets consisting of
suitcases, briefcases, empty toiletry cases; traveling bags of leather; sling bags for carrying
infants; pouch baby carriers; backpacks for carrying babies; traveling bags; tie cases; luggage
tags; all-purpose carrying bags; toiletry bags sold empty; carrying cases; traveling cases;
cosmetic cases sold empty; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; whips; mountaineering sticks;
canes; harness fittings; harness; saddlery

CLASS 25: Jackets, being clothing; sleeved or sleeveless jackets; heavy jackets; lightweight
jackets, being clothing; bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets;
padded jackets; wind-resistant jackets; waterproof jackets; stuff jackets, being clothing; down
jackets; sleeveless down jackets; sports jackets; ski jackets; snowboard jackets; long jackets;
windcheaters; ski windcheaters; snowboard windcheaters; anoraks; down anoraks; parkas;
down parkas; fur jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur
coats; raincoats; cardigans; pullovers; shirts; T-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts;
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shirts for wear with suits; chemises; camisoles; blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters;
jumpers, being pullovers; jerseys, being clothing; sports jerseys; trousers; ski trousers;
snowboard pants; ski pants; shorts; Bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; overalls; track suits; ski
suits; snowboard suits; suits; dresses; gowns; blazers; headbands, being clothing; twinsets;
leggings, being trousers; leggings, being leg warmers; dungarees; ready-made clothing,
namely, shirts, tops and dresses; tops, being clothing; tank-tops; knitwear, being clothing,
namely, tops, scarves and hats; hosiery; clothing of leather or imitations of leather, namely,
pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; furs, being clothing, namely, fur coats and jackets;
waterproof clothing, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; pants; pelerines; rompers;
leotards; slacks; athletic uniforms; breeches for wear; golf clothing, other than gloves,
namely, pants and shirts; cuffs; ski masks, being clothing; eyeshades, being clothing; bathing
caps; swimming caps; beach clothes, namely, bathing suits and swim shorts; swimming
costumes; swimsuits; bathing drawers; bathing trunks; bikinis; bath robes; pareus; bathing
costumes; children's clothing, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; children's footwear;
children's headwear, namely, hats, caps; articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies
and toddlers, namely, hats, shoes, sweaters, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; babies' pants,
being clothing; bibs, not of paper; layettes, being clothing; Sleepsuits in the nature of infant
sleepers without individual legs; baby body suits; baby tops; baby bottoms; socks; stockings;
tights; pantyhose; shoes; leather shoes; sports shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes;
mountaineering shoes; running shoes; ski footwear; after ski footwear; footwear for
snowboarding; rain footwear; sneakers; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; bath sandals; flip
flops, being footwear; boots; half-boots; lace boots; rain boots; ski boots; after ski boots;
snowboard boots; boots for sports; horse-riding boots; clogs; dance shoes; golf shoes;
climbing boots; scarves; cloaks; shawls; stoles; fur stoles; foulards, being clothing articles;
neckwear; pocket squares; clothing, namely, gloves, muffs, mittens; ski gloves; snowboard
gloves; clothing, namely, belts and money belts; braces for clothing, being suspenders;
suspenders; waistbands, being parts of clothing; sashes for wear; underwear, underpants;
pajamas; dressing gowns; nightgowns; vests; lingerie; headwear; ear muffs, being clothing

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY
PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1197644 DATED 09-19-2013,
EXPIRES 09-19-2023

SER. NO. 79-203,149, FILED 11-15-2016
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,420,500 

Registered Mar. 13, 2018 

Int. Cl.: 9, 18, 25

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.P.A. (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano
ITALY

CLASS 9: Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles;
eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames;
eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; holders for contact lenses; ski
goggles; spectacle cases; optical lenses; binoculars; binocular cases; magnifying glasses;
magnifying glass cases; smartglasses; electronic game software for cellular phones, electronic
game software for hand-held electronic devices; computer game programs, being recorded
computer software; computers; cases adapted for personal computers; notebook computers;
hand-held computers; cases adapted for hand-held computers; computer carrying cases; tablet
computers; protective cases for tablet computers; protective covers for tablet computers;
laptop computers; cases for laptops; bags adapted for laptops; sleeves for laptops; docking
stations for laptops; wrist rests for use with computers; computer mice; mouse pads; computer
keyboards; carrying cases for radio pagers; radio cases; radios; mobile phones; lanyards,
being straps, for cellular phones; mobile phone covers; mobile phone cases, portable
telephones; smartphones; protective covers for smartphones; protective cases for
smartphones; electronic book readers; protective cases for electronic book readers; cordless
telephones; cordless telephone holders; telephone apparatus; video telephones; cell phone
straps; earphones for mobile phones; mobile phone battery chargers; mobile phone battery
charger cases; in-ear headphones; headphones; headphone cases; hands free kits for
telephones; hands free kits for mobile phones; smartwatches; cameras; camera cases;
photographic cameras; digital cameras; television cameras; video cameras; cases especially
made for photographic apparatus and instruments; lanyards, being straps, for cameras; digital
photo frames; home theater projectors; protective helmets for sports; holders and cases for
compact discs and digital video discs; protective carrying cases for portable music players;
music and video player cases; digital audio players; loudspeakers; compact disc players; cases
adapted for CD players; DVD recorders; DVD players; cases adapted for DVD players;
portable MP3 players; cases for portable MP3 players; covers for portable MP3 players;
portable compact disc music players; walkie-talkies; antennas; televisions; downloadable
electronic publications in the nature of catalogues, brochures, books, handbooks, leaflets and
magazines in the field of fashion; blank magnetic data carriers; audio and video tapes, sold
blank; video recorders; video cassettes sold blank; time clocks being time recording devices;
calculating machines; pocket calculators; chronographs being time recording apparatus;
scales; navigation apparatus for vehicles being on-board computers; magnetically encoded
key cards; electronic agendas; cases for electronic agenda; covers for electronic agendas;
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musical juke boxes; electronic interactive whiteboards; decorative magnets; visual display
units, namely, electronic pens; lanyards, being straps, especially adapted for holding cellular
phones, MP3 players, cameras, video cameras, eyeglasses, sunglasses, magnetic encoded;
baby monitors; audio baby monitors; video baby monitors; baby scales; protective helmets for
children; educational software for children

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases, of leather or leatherboard; credit card
cases, being wallets; calling card cases; business card cases; document cases; leather address
hang-tags; clothing for pets; collars for pets; bags for carrying animals; handbags; evening
handbags; shopping bags, namely, mesh shopping bags, reusable shopping bags; leather
shopping bags; duffel bags; waist bags; bags, namely, shopping bags made of skin; Boston
bags; shoulder bags; travelling trunks; beach bags; clutch bags; attaché cases; school bags;
school satchels, schoolchildren's backpacks; bags for sports; garment bags for travel; purses;
wallets; pocket wallets; carrying cases for documents; keycases; key bags; key wallets;
backpacks; briefcases; luggage; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items;
shoe bags for travel; all purpose sports bags; tote bags; knapsacks; rucksacks; haversacks;
suitcases; trunks, being luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; hat boxes for travel not made of
paper or cardboard; hat boxes of leather; handbag frames; leather key cases; leather shoulder
belts, leather pouches; leatherware, namely, travelling sets in the nature of travelling cases of
leather; travelling bags of leather; sling bags for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers;
backpacks for carrying babies; travelling bags; umbrellas; walking sticks

CLASS 25: Jackets, being clothing; sleeved or sleeveless jackets; heavy jackets; lightweight
jackets, being clothing; bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets;
padded jackets; wind-resistant jackets; waterproof jackets; stuff jackets, being clothing; down
jackets; sleeveless down jackets; sports jackets; ski jackets; snowboard jackets; long jackets;
windcheaters; ski windcheaters; snowboard windcheaters; anoraks; down anoraks; parkas;
down parkas; fur jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur
coats; raincoats; cardigans; pullovers, shirts; T-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts;
shirts for wear with suits; chemises; camisoles; blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters,
jumpers, being pullovers; jerseys, being clothing; sports jerseys; trousers; ski trousers;
snowboard pants; ski pants; shorts; Bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; overalls; track suits; ski
suits; snowboard suits; suits; dresses; headbands, being clothing; twinsets; leggings, being
trousers; leggings, being leg warmers; ready-made clothing, namely, shirts, tops and dresses;
tops, being clothing; tank-tops; knitwear, being clothing, namely, tops, scarves and hats;
hosiery; clothing of leather or imitations of leather, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses;
waterproof clothing, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; pants; pelerines; rompers;
leotards; slacks; athletic uniforms; breeches for wear; golf clothing, other than gloves,
namely, pants and shirts; cuffs; ski masks, being clothing; bathing caps; swimming caps,
shower caps; beach clothes, namely, bathing suits and swim shorts; swimming costumes;
swimsuits; bathing drawers, bathing trunks; bikinis; bath robes; pareus; children's clothing,
namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; children's footwear; children's headgear, namely,
baby bonnets; articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and toddlers, namely,
children's jackets, children's footwear, baby bonnets, articles of footwear and headwear for
babies and toddlers; babies' pants, being clothing; bibs, not of paper; layettes, being clothing;
baby sleeping bags, namely, infant sleepwear without individual legs; socks; stockings; tights;
shoes; leather shoes; sports shoes, gymnastic shoes, beach shoes, mountaineering shoes;
running shoes; ski footwear; after ski footwear; footwear for snowboarding; rain footwear;
sneakers; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; bath sandals; flip flops, being footwear; boots; half-
boots; lace boots; rain boots, ski boots; after ski boots; snowboard boots; boots for sports;
horse-riding boots; clogs; scarves, cloaks, shawls; stoles; fur stoles; foulards, being clothing
articles; neckwear; pocket squares; clothing, namely, gloves, muffs, mittens; ski gloves;
snowboard gloves; clothing, namely, belts and money belts; braces for clothing, being
suspenders; suspenders; waistbands, being parts of clothing; sashes for wear; collars, being
clothing; underwear; underpants; pyjamas; dressing gowns; nightgowns; headwear; ear muffs,
being clothing

The mark consists of a concentric design of a stylized bell.

PRIORITY DATE OF 07-08-2016 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1342210 DATED 12-23-2016,
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EXPIRES 12-23-2026

SER. NO. 79-206,420, FILED 12-23-2016
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,754,061 

Registered May 21, 2019 

Int. Cl.: 9, 18, 25, 35

Service Mark

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.p.A.  (ITALY Joint Stock Company )
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano
ITALY

CLASS 9: Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles;
eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames;
eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; contact lenses; containers for
contact lenses; ski goggles; spectacle cases; binoculars; binocular carrying cases; monocles;
magnifying glasses; magnifying glass cases; smartglasses; 3D spectacles; electronic game
software for cellular phones; electronic game software for hand-held electronic devices;
computer game software; downloadable computer programs for network management; blank
floppy disks; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable, for games;
downloadable graphics for mobile phones; computer screen saver software, recorded or
downloadable; personal computers; cases adapted for personal computers; notebook
computers; hand-held computers; cases adapted for hand-held computers; carrying cases
adapted for computers; tablet computers; protective cases for tablet computers; covers for
tablet computers; laptop computers; carrying cases for laptops; bags adapted for laptops;
sleeves for laptops; docking stations for laptops; wrist rests for use with computers; computer
mice; mouse pads; computer keyboards; document printers for use with computers; computer
peripheral devices; monitors being computer hardware; carrying cases for radio pagers; radio
carrying cases; radios; mobile phones; lanyards being straps, for cellular phones; covers
adapted for cellular phones; cases adapted for cellular phones; cellular phones; smartphones;
protective covers for smartphones; protective cases for smartphones; electronic book readers;
protective cases for electronic book readers; cordless telephones; cordless telephone holders;
telephone receivers; telephone apparatus; video telephones; cell phone straps; batteries for
cellular phones; microphones for cellular phones; loudspeakers for cellular phones; earphones
for cellular phones; battery chargers for cellular phones; battery charger carrying cases for
cellular phones; in-ear headphones; headphones; headphone carrying cases; hands free kits
for telephones; hands free kits for cellular phones; smartwatches; protective films adapted for
smartphones; selfie sticks being hand-held monopods for cameras or cell phones featuring
cameras; personal digital assistants being PDAs; cases adapted for cameras; cameras for
photography; digital cameras; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and
instruments; lanyards being straps for cameras; digital photo frames; exposed slide film cases;
photographic slides; video screens; home theater LCD projectors; protective helmets for
sports; gloves for divers in the nature of protective gloves for industrial use; visors for
helmets; audio-video compact discs featuring music; DVDs featuring movies; holders and
cases for compact discs and DVDs; protective carrying cases for portable music players;
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music and video player carrying cases; digital audio players; loudspeakers; compact disc
players; cases adapted for CD players; DVD recorders; DVD players; cases adapted for DVD
players; portable MP3 players; carrying cases for portable MP3 players; covers for portable
MP3 players; portable compact disc music players; prerecorded magnetic tapes, cartridges
and disks featuring music; walkie-talkies; antennas; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely,
audiovisual receivers; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines in the
field of of fashion, sport and leisure time; blank magnetic data carriers; sound recording discs
in the nature of blank compact discs; prerecorded audio discs featuring music; prerecorded
DVDs featuring music; blank audio and video tapes; sound recording carriers in the nature of
blank CDs; video recorders; blank video cassettes; blank USB flash drives; electronic key
fobs being remote control apparatus; teaching robots; time clocks being time recording
devices; thread counters; rulers being measuring instruments; measuring devices, electric,
namely, fluorometers; barometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; calculating
machines; pocket calculators; chronographs being specialized time recording apparatus;
scales; pedometers; directional compasses; navigation apparatus for vehicles being on-board
computers; cases specially adapted for magnetically encoded credit cards; magnetically
encoded key cards; electronic agendas; carrying cases for electronic agenda; covers for
electronic agendas; hologram apparatus; electronic interactive whiteboards; interactive touch
screen terminals; decorative magnets; electronic pens; lanyards in the nature of cell phone
straps especially adapted for holding cellular phones, MP3 players, cameras, video cameras,
eyeglasses, sunglasses, and magnetic encoded cards; blank integrated circuit cards being
smart cards; sports whistles; electronic pocket translators; hand-held electronic dictionaries;
optical fibers being light conducting filaments; snorkels; baby monitors; audio baby monitors;
video baby monitors; baby scales; protective helmets for children; educational software for
children

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases of leather or leatherboard; straps of leather
being saddlery; business card cases; credit card cases being wallets; calling card cases;
unfitted furniture coverings of leather; document cases; labels of leather; clothing for pets;
collars for pets; bags for carrying animals; gym bags; handbags; evening purses being
handbags; reusable shopping bags; leather shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; duffle
bags; waist bags; Boston bags; shoulder bags; travelling trunks; beach bags; clutch bags;
attaché cases; school bags; school satchels; school children's backpacks; randsels being
Japanese school satchels; bags for sports; garment bags for travel; purses; wallets; pocket
wallets; carrying cases for documents; key cases; key bags; key wallets; briefcases; pouches,
of leather, for packaging; luggage; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal
items; shoe bags for travel; all- purpose sports bags; saddle bags; knapsacks; backpacks;
rucksacks; haversacks; overnight suitcases; trunks being luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; hat
boxes for travel not of paper or cardboard; hat boxes of leather; handbag frames; key cases of
leather; shoulder belts being straps of leather; leather straps; pouches of leather; suitcases;
suitcases with wheels; travelling sets in the nature of travelling bags being leatherware;
travelling bags of leather; all-purpose bags for campers; bags for climbers in the nature of all-
purpose carrying bags; tote bags; motorized suitcases; conference folders in the nature of
leather binders for travel purposes; Briefcase-type conference portfolios; sling bags for
carrying infants; slings for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers; backpacks for carrying
babies; infant carriers worn on the body; umbrellas for children; reins for guiding children;
umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; mountaineering sticks; harness fittings; golf umbrellas;
umbrella covers; hiking sticks; trekking sticks

CLASS 25: Clothing, namely, jackets, lightweight jackets, stuff jackets, jerseys, wristbands,
headbands, veils, tops, knitwear shirts, aprons, ski masks, gaberdines; sleeved or sleeveless
jackets; heavy jackets; bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets; padded
jackets; wind-resistant jackets; waterproof jackets; down jackets; sleeveless down jackets;
sports jackets; ski jackets; snowboard jackets; long jackets; windcheaters; ski windcheaters;
snowboard windcheaters; anoraks being parkas; down anoraks; parkas; down parkas; fur
jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur coats; raincoats;
cardigans; pullovers; shirts; T-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts; shirts to wear with
suits; chemises; camisoles; blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters; jumpers being pullovers;
sports jerseys; trousers; ski pants; snowboard pants; ski trousers; shorts; Bermuda shorts;
jeans; skirts; skorts; work overalls; clothing for gymnastics, namely, leotards; jogging suits;
jogging suit trousers; training suits; track suits; ski suits; snowboard suits; suits; dresses for
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women; evening dresses; gowns; blazers; formal wear in the nature of tuxedos; petticoats;
corselets; twin sets; leggings being trousers; leggings being leg warmers; leg warmers;
dungarees; ponchos; wedding dresses; ready-made linings being parts of clothing; outer
clothing in the nature of coats; masquerade costumes; tank-tops; hosiery; clothing of leather
or imitations of leather, namely, leather belts; waterproof clothing in the nature of jackets;
pants; sweat pants; pelerines; pinafore dresses; tuxedos; romper suits; leotards; slacks; tunics;
school uniforms; athletic uniforms; breeches for wear; golf shirts; cuffs; dance pants; smocks;
bathing suits; bathing caps; swimming caps; beach cover-ups; beach shoes; swimsuits;
bathing drawers as clothing; bathing trunks; bikinis; bath robes; pareus; babies' pants being
clothing; bibs, not of paper; layettes being clothing; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; snap crotch
shirts for infants and toddlers; padded sleepsuits for babies; down padded sleepsuits for
babies; baby bodysuits; thermal socks; socks; stockings; tights; sports socks; panty hose;
unitards; garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; shoes; leather shoes; sports shoes;
gymnastic shoes; mountaineering shoes; running shoes; ski footwear; after ski footwear;
footwear for snowboarding; rain footwear; sneakers; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; bath
sandals; flip-flops being footwear; soles for footwear; footwear uppers; boots; half-boots; lace
boots; rain boots; ski boots; after ski boots; snowboard boots; boots for sports; horse-riding
boots; clogs; overshoes; scarves; cloaks; shawls; stoles; fur stoles; bandanas being
neckerchiefs; clothing articles, namely, foulards; neckties; bow-ties; ascots; neckerchiefs;
pocket squares; neck warmers; clothing, namely, gloves, muffs, belts, collars, money belts;
mittens; ski gloves; snowboard gloves; braces for clothing being suspenders; suspenders;
waistbands being parts of clothing; sashes for wear; boas being necklets; mufflers being neck
scarves; underwear; singlets; sport singlets; slips being undergarments; panties; underpants;
drawers being clothing; briefs; boxer briefs; pyjamas; dressing gowns; nightgowns; vests;
brassieres; corsets being underclothing; bodices being lingerie; girdles; teddies being
underclothing; sleep masks; headwear, namely, caps, visors; hats; cap peaks; caps with visors;
berets; hoods being clothing; ear muffs being clothing

CLASS 35: Retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line,
featuring detergents, cleaning, preparations, non-medicated soaps, perfumery, essential oils,
non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, non-medicated dentifrices; retail and
wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring candles, eyeglasses,
sunglasses, anti-glare glasses, ski goggles, goggles for use in sport, swimming goggles,
eyeglass and sunglass cases, eyeglass and sunglass lenses, eyeglass and sunglass frames;
retail and wholesale services store on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring eyeglass
and sunglass chains, eyeglass and sunglass cords, pince- nez, pince-nez cases, pince-nez
chains, pince-nez cords, pince-nez mountings, correcting lenses being optics; retail and
wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring holders, cases,
covers, electronic apparatus holders, electronic apparatus cases, electronic apparatus covers;
retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring
photographic and optical apparatus and instruments; retail and wholesale store services on
behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs,
DVDs and other digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, calculating
machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software; retail and wholesale
store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring apparatus for lighting, lamps,
precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones, horological
and chronometric instruments, key rings, key fobs, key cases, key holders, key bags; retail
and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring paper and
cardboard, printed matter, photographs, stationery and office requisites, adhesives for
stationery or household purposes, artists' and drawing materials, paintbrushes; retail and
wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring bags, cases and
holders being leatherware, leatherware, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides,
trunks, travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery,
collars, leashes and clothing for animals; retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third
parties, also on-line, featuring furniture, mirrors, picture frames, ropes and string, nets, tents
and tarpaulins, awnings of textile or synthetic materials, sails, sacks for the transport and
storage of materials in bulk; retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also
on-line, featuring textiles and substitutes for textiles, household linen, curtains of textile or
plastic, bed covers, table covers, clothing, footwear, headgear; retail and wholesale store
services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, featuring lace and embroidery, ribbons and
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braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, hair decorations, false hair,
carpets, rugs, mats and matting; retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties,
also on-line, featuring games, toys and playthings, video game apparatus, gymnastic and
sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees, smokers' articles; presentation of goods on
communication media, for retail purposes, namely, providing television home shopping
services in the field of general consumer merchandise; commercial information and advice for
consumers in the choice of products and services; sales promotion for others; outsourcing
services, namely, business assistance; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing
goods and services for other businesses, namely, purchasing clothing; demonstration of
goods; shop window dressing; sponsorship search; business inquiries; business information;
administrative processing of purchase orders; organization and management of customer
loyalty programs for commercial purposes; auctioneering; commercial administration of the
licensing of the goods and services of others; organization of fashion shows for promotional
purposes; organization of events, exhibitions, trade fairs and fashion shows for commercial,
promotional and advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or
advertising purposes; organization of advertising events; arranging and conducting of
promotional and marketing events; event marketing services; news clipping services; public
relations; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising of goods and services on the
Internet and by means of mobile telephony services and by electronic mail; bill-posting;
rental of advertising space; publicity material rental; dissemination of advertising matter;
advertising agency services; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; writing of publicity
texts; publication of publicity texts; promoting the sale of fashion goods through promotional
articles in magazines; distribution of samples; distribution and dissemination of advertising
materials, namely, leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples; advertising planning
services; promotional services, namely, advertising services; product merchandising for
others; search engine optimization for sales promotion; web site traffic optimization;
consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies; consultancy regarding public
relations communication strategies; social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing
on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally
engaging marketing solutions; outdoor advertising; business management and organization
consultancy; consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy; business
management consultancy relating to strategy, marketing, production, personnel and retail sale
matters; business management assistance; marketing strategy planning; advice in the field of
business management and marketing; marketing research; market studies; business
investigations; market opinion polling; targeted marketing services; marketing in the
framework of software publishing; providing an on-line commercial information directory on
the Internet; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes;
relocation services for businesses; business auditing; business management of hotels;
promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events

The mark consists of a circle inside of which is the letter "M" over a cockerel design with the
wording "MONCLER" underneath.

PRIORITY DATE OF 09-21-2017 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1421690 DATED 02-23-2018,
EXPIRES 02-23-2028

SER. NO. 79-240,259, FILED 02-23-2018
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,841,665 

Registered Aug. 27, 2019 

Int. Cl.: 9, 18, 25

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.p.A.  (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
Milano, ITALY I-20144

CLASS 9: Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles;
eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames;
eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; contact lenses, containers for
contact lenses; ski goggles; spectacle cases; binoculars; binocular cases; monocles;
magnifying glasses; magnifying glass cases; smartglasses; 3D spectacles; electronic game
software for cellular phones; electronic game software for hand-held electronic devices;
computer game software; downloadable computer programs for database management; blank
floppy disks; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable for use in the
encryption of multimedia recordings; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; computer
screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; personal computers; cases adapted for
personal computers; notebook computers; hand-held computers; cases adapted for hand-held
computers; carrying cases adapted for computers; tablet computers; protective cases for tablet
computers; covers for tablet computers; laptop computers; cases for laptop computers; bags
adapted for laptop computers; sleeves for laptop computers; docking stations for laptop
computers; wrist rests for use with computers; computer mice; mouse pads; computer
keyboards; laser document printers for use with computers; computer peripheral devices;
monitors, being computer hardware; carrying cases for radio pagers; radio cases; radios;
mobile phones; lanyards, being straps for cellular phones; covers adapted for cellular phones;
cases adapted for cellular phones; cellular phones; smartphones; protective covers for
smartphones; protective cases for smartphones; electronic book readers; protective cases for
electronic book readers; cordless telephones; cordless telephone holders; telephone receivers;
telephone apparatus; video telephones; cell phone straps; batteries for cellular phones;
microphones for cellular phones; loudspeakers for cellular phones; earphones for cellular
phones; battery chargers for cellular phones; battery charger cases for cellular phones; in-ear
headphones; headphones; headphone cases; hands free kits for telephones; hands free kits for
cellular phones; smartwatches; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks, being
hand-held monopods; personal digital assistants, being PDAs, cases adapted for cameras;
photographic cameras; digital cameras; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and
instruments; lanyards, being straps, for cameras; digital photo frames; exposed slide film
cases; slides, being photography; video screens; home theater projectors; protective helmets
for sports; gloves for divers; visors for helmets; blank audio-video compact discs; blank
recordable DVDs; holders and cases for compact discs and DVDs; protective carrying cases
for portable music players; music and video player cases; digital audio players; loudspeakers,
compact disc players; cases adapted for CD players; DVD recorders; DVD players; cases
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adapted for DVD players; portable MP3 players; cases for portable MP3 players; covers for
portable MP3 players; portable compact disc music players; prerecorded magnetic tapes,
cartridges and disks featuring information in the fields of fashion, design and lifestyle;
walkie-talkies; antennas; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, electronic sports training
simulators; television apparatus for projection purposes; electronic publications,
downloadable, in the nature of magazines featuring information about fashion, design and
lifestyle; blank magnetic data carriers; blank sound recording discs; prerecorded audio discs
featuring fashion, design and lifestyle; prerecorded DVDs featuring information in the fields
of fashion, design and lifestyle; audio and video tapes featuring information in the fields of
fashion, design and lifestyle; sound recording carriers being magnetic data carriers featuring
information in the fields of fashion, design and lifestyle; video recorders; video cassettes
featuring information in the fields of fashion, design and lifestyle; blank USB flash drives;
electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; teaching robots; time clocks, being time
recording devices; automatic pill counters; rulers, being measuring instruments; measuring
devices, electric, namely, laser distance meters; barometers; thermometers, not for medical
purposes; calculating machines; pocket calculators; chronographs, being specialized time
recording apparatus; scales; pedometers, directional compasses, navigation apparatus for
vehicles, being on- board computers; magnetically encoded key cards; electronic agendas;
cases for electronic agenda; covers for electronic agendas; hologram apparatus; electronic
interactive whiteboards; interactive touch screen terminals; decorative magnets; electronic
pens, being visual display units; lanyards, being straps, especially adapted for holding cellular
phones, MP3 players, cameras, video cameras, magnetic encoded identity cards; integrated
circuit cards, being blank smart cards; sports whistles; electronic pocket translators; hand-held
electronic dictionaries, optical fibers, being light conducting filaments; snorkels; baby
monitors; audio baby monitors; video baby monitors; baby scales; protective helmets for
children; educational software for children

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases of leather or leatherboard; straps of
leather, being saddlery; business card cases, being notecases; credit card cases, being wallets;
calling card cases; business card cases; document cases; labels of leather; clothing for pets;
collars for pets; bags for carrying animals; travelling bags; handbags; evening purses, being
handbags; reusable shopping bags; leather shopping bags, wheeled shopping bags, duffle
bags, waist bags; Boston bags; shoulder bags; travelling trunks; beach bags; clutch bags;
attaché cases; school bags; school satchels, schoolchildren's backpacks; randsels, being
Japanese school satchels; bags for sports; garment bags for travel; purses; wallets; pocket
wallets; carrying cases for documents; key cases; key bags; key wallets; briefcases; pouches,
of leather, for packaging; luggage; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal
items; shoe bags for travel; all-purpose sports bags; saddle horn bags; knapsacks; backpacks;
rucksacks; haversacks; overnight suitcases; trunks, being luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; hat
boxes for travel; hat boxes of leather; handbag frames; key cases of leather; shoulder belts,
being straps, of leather; leather straps; pouches of leather; suitcases; suitcases with wheels;
travelling sets, being leatherware traveling bags; travelling bags of leather; all-purpose
carrying bags for campers; all-purpose carrying bags for climbers; tote bags; motorized
suitcases; conference folders and conference portfolios being briefcase-type leather business
folders; sling bags for carrying infants; slings for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers,
backpacks for carrying babies; infant carriers worn on the body; umbrellas for children; reins
for guiding children; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; mountaineering sticks; harness
fittings; golf umbrellas; umbrella covers; hiking sticks; trekking sticks

CLASS 25: Clothing, namely, jackets, lightweight jackets, stuff jackets, jerseys, wristbands,
headbands, veils, tops, knitwear, aprons, ski masks, gabardines; sleeved or sleeveless jackets;
heavy jackets; bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets; padded jackets;
wind-resistant jackets; waterproof jackets; down jackets; sleeveless down jackets; sports
jackets; ski jackets; snowboard jackets; long jackets; windcheaters; ski windcheaters;
snowboard windcheaters; anoraks, being parkas; down anoraks; parkas; down parkas; fur
jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur coats; raincoats;
cardigans; pullovers; shirts; T-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts; shirts for wear with
suits; chemises; camisoles; blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters; jumpers, being
pullovers; sports jerseys; trousers; ski pants; snowboard pants; ski trousers; shorts; Bermuda
shorts; jeans; skirts; skorts; work overalls; clothing for gymnastics, namely, leotards and
tights; jogging suits; jogging suit trousers; training suits; track suits; ski suits; snowboard
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suits; suits; dresses for women; evening dresses; gowns; blazers; formal wear; petticoats;
corselets; twin sets; leggings, being trousers; leggings, being leg warmers; leg warmers;
dungarees; ponchos; wedding dresses; ready-made clothing, namely, shirts, tops and dresses;
outer clothing, namely, jackets, coats; masquerade costumes; tank-tops; hosiery; clothing of
leather or imitations of leather, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses, waterproof clothing,
namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; pants; sweat pants; pelerines; pinafore dresses;
tuxedos; romper suits; leotards; slacks; tunics; school uniforms; athletic uniforms; breeches
for wear; golf clothing, other than gloves, namely, pants and shirts; cuffs; dance clothing;
smocks; bathing caps; swimming caps; beach cover-ups; beach clothes, namely, bathing suits
and swim shorts; swimsuits; bathing drawers; bathing trunks; bikinis; bath robes; pareus;
clothing for children, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; footwear for children;
headgear for children, namely, caps, hats, toques; footwear for babies and toddlers; headgear
for babies and toddlers, namely, caps, hats,knitted caps; babies' pants, being clothing; cloth
bibs; layettes, being clothing; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; snap crotch shirts for infants and
toddlers; padded sleepsuits for babies; down padded sleepsuits for babies; baby bodysuits;
footmuffs, not electrically heated, as clothing; socks; stockings; tights; sports socks; panty
hose; unitards; garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; shoes; leather shoes; sports
shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes; mountaineering shoes; running shoes; ski footwear;
after ski footwear; footwear for snowboarding; rain footwear; sneakers; slippers; bath
slippers; sandals; bath sandals; flip-flops, being footwear; soles for footwear; footwear
uppers; boots; half-boots; lace boots; rain boots; ski boots; after ski boots; snowboard boots;
boots for sports; horse-riding boots; clogs, overshoes; scarves; cloaks; shawls; stoles, fur
stoles; bandanas, being neckerchiefs; clothing articles, namely, foulards; neckties; bow-ties;
ascots; neckerchiefs; pocket squares; neck warmers; clothing, namely, gloves, muffs, belts,
collars, money belts; mittens; ski gloves; snowboard gloves; braces for clothing, being
suspenders; suspenders; waistbands, being parts of clothing; sashes for wear; boas, being
necklets; mufflers, being neck scarves; underwear; singlets; sport singlets; slips, being
undergarments; panties; underpants; drawers, being clothing; briefs; boxer briefs; pyjamas;
dressing gowns; nightgowns; vests; brassieres; corsets, being underclothing; bodices, being
lingerie; girdles; teddies, being underclothing; sleep masks; headwear, namely, caps, visors;
hats; cap peaks; caps with visors; berets; hoods, being clothing; ear muffs, being clothing

The color(s) peach, black, red, orange, pink, light blue, white, yellow, green, blue, grey and
light brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

The mark consists of a sign depicting the wording "MONCLER" in black fancy characters
flanked to the left by an imaginative graphic image made up of two stylized side-by-side
isosceles triangles, the first outlined in black and the second outlined in red, both with the
apex pointing upward, partially mutually intersecting, the base interrupted in the center, the
aforementioned triangles being superimposed on the figure of a stylized cockerel, the head of
which is outlined in black and the tail outlined in red, the whole being above a series of eight
square cartoons, which are arranged on two rows of four cartoons each, to evoke the sequence
of a comic book. The first panel is black with a pink circle with white goose with an orange
beak wearing a blue jacket and its feature are outlined in black. A white speech bubble
outlined in black has the following stylized text: "SIMPLE A' LAVER!" in black and "EASY
TO WASH!" in blue. The second panel has a pink background with the same white, orange,
and black goose wearing the blue jacket in a white bath tube outlined in black. There are
white bubbles outlined in black and the goose is holding a white and black scrub brush and
green and black bar of soap. Above the head, the stylized wording "LA LA LAAA" appears
in black. There is also a speech bubble with the stylized wording as follows: "JE ME LAVE
AU SAVON DOUX" in black and "I WASH IN A MILD SOAP!" in blue. The third panel
has a pink background and the same goose in the same colors beneath a grey shower head
with water depicted by black and white lines and droplets. There is a white speech bubble
outlined in black with the following stylized wording: "JE ME RINCE ABONDAMMENT".
in black and "I RINSE WELL ...". in blue. The fourth panel has a blue sky background over
green grass with black outlining. There is a yellow sun with black rays. There is also a grey,
black, and white fan with white lines depicting air flowing from the fan and the fan is resting
on a light brown and black stand. The same goose with the same coloring but also having
orange feet outlined in black is resting on a yellow chair with a white frame, all outlined in
black. There is a white speech bubble outlined in black with the following stylized wording:
"... ET ME SECHE A' L'AIR!" in black and "... AND DRY IN AN AERATED SPOT!" in
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blue. The fifth panel is in black with a blue circle. Within the circle is the same goose with the
same coloring but for wearing a yellow jacket outlined in black. There is a white speech
bubble outlined in black with the following stylized wording: "FACILE A' DEGRAISSER" in
black and "EASY TO DRY CLEAN!" in blue. The sixth panel contains the same goose with
the same yellow jacket but the jacket has black dirt spots. The background is blue. There is a
white speech bubble outlined in black with the following stylized wording: "WOUAAAH! JE
SUIS TRES SALE! QUE FAIRE?" in black and "OH! I'M VERY DIRTY! WHAT CAN I
DO?" in blue. The seventh panel has a blue background with the same goose with the same
coloring wearing a yellow jacket. There is a peach girl with yellow hair wearing a white shirt,
all outlined in black. She is at a green table, outlined in black. There is a yellow jacket with
black dirty spots, also outlined in black. In the background are white washing machines, one
with a grey door, also outlined in black. There is a white speech bubble outlined in black with
the following stylized wording: "JE VOUDRAIS UN BAIN DE (P) ...". in black and "I'D
LIKE TO HAVE A BATH WITH (P)" in blue. The eight panel has a yellow background and
the same goose with same coloring wearing the same yellow jacket, now without the black
spots. There are black lines depicting motion. There is a white speech bubble outlined in
black with the following stylized wording: "ET ME VOILA REMIS A' NEUF!" in black and
"AND I'M FINE AGAIN!" in blue.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1423059 DATED 05-17-2018,
EXPIRES 05-17-2028

The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as follows: the wording "SIMPLE A'
LAVER!" translates to "EASY TO WASH"; the wording "JE ME LAVE AU SAVON
DOUX" translates to "I WASH IN A MILD SOAP!"; the wording "JE ME RINCE
ABONDAMMENT" translates to "I RINSE WELL"; the wording "ET ME SECHE A'
L'AIR!" translates to "AND DRY IN AN AERATED SPOT!"; the wording "FACILE A'
DEGRAISSER" translates to "EASY TO DRY CLEAN!"; the wording "WOUAAAH! JE
SUIS TRES SALE! QUE FAIR?" translates to "OH! I'M VERY DIRTY! WHAT CAN I
DO?"; the wording "JE VOUDRAIS UN BAIN DE (P)" translates to "I'D LIKE TO HAVE A
BATH WITH (P)"; and the wording "ET ME VOILA REMIS A' NEUF!" translates to "AND
I'M FINE AGAIN!".

SER. NO. 79-240,823, FILED 05-17-2018
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,864,888 

Registered Sep. 24, 2019 

Int. Cl.: 9, 18, 25, 28

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.P.A.  (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano
ITALY

CLASS 9: Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles;
eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames;
eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; contact lenses; containers for
contact lenses; ski goggles;spectacle cases; binoculars; binocular cases; monocles;
magnifying glasses; magnifying glass cases; smartglasses; 3D spectacles; downloadable
electronic game software for cellular phones; downloadable electronic game software for
hand-held electronic devices; downloadable computer game software; downloadable
computer programs for database management in the field of fashion, sport and leisure time;
blank floppy computer disks; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable, for
database management in the field of fashion, sport and leisure time; downloadable graphics
for mobile phones; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; personal
computers; cases adapted for personal computers; notebook computers; hand-held computers;
cases adapted for hand-held computers; carrying cases adapted for computers; tablet
computers; protective cases for tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; laptop
computers; cases for laptops; bags adapted for laptops; sleeves for laptops; docking stations
for laptops; wrist rests for use with computers; computer mice; mouse pads; computer
keyboards; printers for use with computers; computer peripheral devices; monitors, being
computer hardware; carrying cases for radio pagers; radio cases; radios; mobile phones;
lanyards, being straps for cellular phones; covers adapted for cellular phones; cases adapted
for cellular phones; cellular phones; smartphones; protective covers for smartphones;
protective cases for smartphones; electronic book readers; protective cases for electronic book
readers; cordless telephones; cordless telephone holders; telephone receivers; telephone
apparatus; video telephones; cell phone straps; batteries for cellular phones; microphones for
cellular phones; loudspeakers for cellular phones; earphones for cellular phones; battery
chargers for cellular phones; battery charger cases for cellular phones; in-ear headphones;
headphones; headphone cases; hands free kits for telephones; hands free kits for cellular
phones; smartwatches; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks, being hand-
held monopods; personal digital assistants, being PDAs; cases adapted for cameras;
photographic cameras; digital cameras; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and
instruments; lanyards, being straps, for cameras; digital photo frames; cases for exposed
photographic slides; photographic slides; video screens; home theater projectors; protective
helmets for sports; gloves for divers; visors for helmets; audio-video compact discs; DVDs in
the field of fashion, sport and leisure time; holders and cases for compact discs and DVDs;
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protective carrying cases for portable music players; music and video player cases; digital
audio players; loudspeakers; compact disc players; cases adapted for CD players; DVD
recorders; DVD players; cases adapted for DVD players; portable MP3 players; cases for
portable MP3 players; covers for portable MP3 players; portable compact disc music players;
prerecorded magnetic tapes, cartridges and disks in the field of fashion, sport and leisure time;
walkie-talkies; antennas; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, electronic interactive
whiteboards; electronic publications, downloadable, in the field of fashion, sport and leisure
time; blank magnetic data carriers; prerecorded magnetic data carriers featuring music; blank
sound recording discs; prerecorded audio discs featuring music; prerecorded DVDs featuring
music videos; audio and video tapes featuring music; sound recording carriers, namely, audio
recorders; video recorders; video cassettes featuring music videos; blank USB flash drives;
pre-recorded USB flash drives featuring music videos; electronic key fobs being remote
control apparatus; teaching robots; time clocks, being time recording devices; thread counters,
automatic pill counters, lap-counting devices in the nature of counters for use during fashion
events; measuring rulers; electric measuring devices, namely, fluorometers; barometers;
thermometers, not for medical purposes; calculating machines; pocket calculators;
chronographs, being time recording apparatus; scales; pedometers; directional compasses;
navigation apparatus for vehicles, being on-board computers; credit card cases, being fitted
holders; magnetically encoded key cards; electronic agendas; cases for electronic agendas;
covers for electronic agendas; hologram apparatus; electronic interactive whiteboards;
interactive touch screen terminals; decorative magnets; electronic pens, being visual display
units; lanyards, being straps, especially adapted for holding cellular phones, MP3 players,
cameras, video cameras, eyeglasses, sunglasses, magnetic encoded cards; blank integrated
circuit cards, being smart cards; sports whistles; electronic pocket translators; hand-held
electronic dictionaries; optical fibers, being light conducting filaments; snorkels; baby
monitors; audio baby monitors; video baby monitors; baby scales; protective helmets for
children; downloadable educational software for children

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases of leather or leatherboard; straps of
leather, being saddlery; business card cases; credit card cases, being wallets; calling card
cases; furniture coverings of leather; business card cases; document cases; labels of leather;
clothing for pets; collars for pets; bags for carrying animals; gym bags; handbags; evening
purses, being handbags; shopping bags; leather shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; duffle
bags; waist bags; Boston bags; shoulder bags; travelling trunks; beach bags; clutch bags;
attaché cases; school bags; school satchels; schoolchildren's backpacks; randsels, being
Japanese school satchels; bags for sports; garment bags for travel; purses; wallets; pocket
wallets; carrying cases for documents; key cases; key bags; key wallets; briefcases; pouches,
of leather, for packaging; luggage; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal
items; shoe bags for travel; all-purpose sports bags; saddle bags; knapsacks; backpacks;
rucksacks; haversacks; overnight suitcases; trunks, being luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; hat
boxes for travel; hat boxes of leather; handbag frames; key cases of leather; shoulder belts,
being straps, of leather; leather straps; pouches of leather; suitcases; suitcases with wheels;
travelling sets, being leatherware; travelling bags of leather; bags for campers in the nature of
all-purpose carrying bags; bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; tote
bags; motorized suitcases; briefcase-type conference folders; briefcase-type conference
portfolios; sling bags for carrying infants; slings for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers;
backpacks for carrying babies; infant carriers worn on the body; umbrellas for children; reins
for guiding children; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; mountaineering sticks; harness
fittings; golf umbrellas; umbrella covers; hiking sticks; trekking sticks

CLASS 25: Clothing, namely, jackets, lightweight jackets, stuff jackets, jerseys, wristbands,
headbands, veils, tops, knitwear in the nature of shirts, dresses, sweaters, scarves, hats, caps,
gloves, socks; aprons, ski masks, gabardines; sleeved or sleeveless jackets; heavy jackets;
bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets; padded jackets; wind-resistant
jackets; waterproof jackets; down jackets; sleeveless down jackets; sports jackets; ski jackets;
snowboard jackets; long jackets; windcheaters; ski windcheaters; snowboard windcheaters;
anoraks, being parkas; down anoraks; parkas; down parkas; fur jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats
with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur coats; raincoats; cardigans; pullovers; shirts; T-
shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts; shirts for wear with suits; chemises; camisoles;
blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters; jumpers, being pullovers; sports jerseys; trousers;
ski pants; snowboard pants; ski trousers; shorts; Bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; skorts; work
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overalls; clothing for gymnastics, namely, leotards, leggings, bodysuits; jogging suits;
jogging trousers; training suits; track suits; ski suits; snowboard suits; suits; dresses for
women; evening dresses; gowns; blazers; formal wear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos,
dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; petticoats; corselets; twin sets; leggings, being trousers;
leggings, being leg warmers; leg warmers; dungarees; ponchos; wedding dresses; readymade
clothing, namely, shirts, tops and dresses; outer clothing, namely, coats, jackets, scarves, hats,
gloves, raincoats; masquerade costumes; tank-tops; hosiery; clothing of leather or imitations
of leather, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; waterproof clothing, namely, pants, shirts,
shorts and dresses; pants; sweat pants; pelerines; pinafore dresses; tuxedos; romper suits;
leotards; slacks; tunics; school uniforms; athletic uniforms; breeches for wear; golf clothing,
other than gloves, namely, pants and shirts; cuffs; dance clothing, namely, tap shoes, ballet
shoes, tutus, jazz pants; smocks; bathing caps; swimming caps; beach cover-ups; beach
clothes, namely, bathing suits and swim shorts; swimsuits; bathing drawers; bathing trunks;
bikinis; bath robes; pareos; clothing for children, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses;
footwear for children; headgear for children, namely caps, hats, toques; footwear for babies
and toddlers; headgear for babies and toddlers, namely caps, hats, knitted caps; babies' pants,
being clothing; cloth bibs; layettes, being clothing; padded sleepsuits for babies; down padded
sleepsuits for babies; baby bodysuits; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; snap crotch shirts for infants
and toddlers; footmuffs, not electrically heated; socks; stockings; tights; sports socks; panty
hose; unitards; garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; shoes; leather shoes; sports
shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes; mountaineering shoes; running shoes; ski footwear;
after ski footwear; footwear for snowboarding; rain footwear; sneakers; slippers; bath
slippers; sandals; bath sandals; flip-flops, being footwear; soles for footwear; footwear
uppers; boots; half-boots; lace boots; rain boots; ski boots; after ski boots; snowboard boots;
boots for sports; horse-riding boots; clogs; overshoes; scarves; cloaks; shawls; stoles; fur
stoles; bandanas, being neckerchiefs; clothing articles, namely, foulards; neckties; bowties;
ascots; neckerchiefs; pocket squares; neck warmers; clothing, namely, gloves, muffs, belts,
collars, money belts; mittens; ski gloves; snowboard gloves; braces for clothing, being
suspenders; suspenders; waistbands, being parts of clothing; sashes for wear; boas, being
necklets; mufflers, being neck scarves; underwear; singlets; sport singlets; slips, being
undergarments; panties; underpants; drawers, being clothing; briefs; boxer briefs; pyjamas;
dressing gowns; nightgowns; vests; brassieres; corsets, being underclothing; bodices, being
lingerie; girdles; teddies, being underclothing; sleep masks; headwear, namely, caps, visors;
hats; cap peaks; caps with visors; berets; hoods, being clothing; ear muffs, being clothing

CLASS 28: Apparatus for games other than those adapted for use with an external display
screen or monitor; video game machines; pocket-sized video game machines; pocket-sized
electronic game machines in the nature of LCD game machines; portable games with liquid
crystal displays; controllers for game consoles; joysticks for video games; balls for games;
counters, being discs, for games; bladders of balls for games; ring games; conjuring tricks,
roulette wheels; skittles, being games; shuttlecocks; marionettes; kites; kite reels; quoits; toy
vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; remote-controlled toy vehicles; toy cars;
kaleidoscopes, masks, being playthings; theatrical masks; play balloons, toy pistols; dolls;
dolls' beds; dolls' feeding bottles; dolls' clothes; dolls' houses; dolls' rooms; teddy bears;
puzzles; jigsaw puzzles; parlor games; toys, namely, mobiles, toy building blocks, flying
discs, scooters, soap bubbles in the nature of bubble making wand and solution sets, spinning
tops; rocking horses; dominoes; building games; toy construction kits composed primarily of
resins; slides, being playthings; novelty toys for playing jokes; butterfly nets; scale model
vehicles; playing cards; cases for playing cards; dice; backgammon games; checkers, being
games; board games; chess games; chess sets; chess pieces; checkerboards; chessboards;
mah-jong; bingo cards; play balls; nets for sports; race tracks, being toys; darts; swimming
pools, being play articles; novelties for parties in the nature of noisemaker toys, party favor
hats, party favors in the nature of small toys; cases for play accessories; snow globes; paper
party hats; scratch cards for playing lottery games; toys for pets; toy imitation cosmetics;
swimming pool air floats; party poppers being party novelties; toy putty; toy dough; portable
handheld game consoles incorporating telecommunication functions; portable musical toys
incorporating telecommunication functions; plush character and animal toys; rubber character
toys; toy action figures; stuffed toys and unstuffed toys in the form of plastic character toys;
puppets; stuffed puppets; plush toys; stuffed toys; rattles, being playthings; rattles for babies;
baby rattles incorporating teething rings; cot musical toys for babies; baby gyms; plush toys
with attached comfort blanket; tricycles for infants, being toys; crib toys; crib mobiles being
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toys; tables for indoor football; tables for table tennis; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf
gloves; golf clubs; divot repair tools, being golf accessories; billiard cues; pool cue tips;
billiard markers; billiard tables; billiard balls; tennis nets; tennis ball throwing apparatus;
tennis rackets; badminton rackets; battledore bats; table tennis rackets; strings for rackets;
bowling apparatus and machinery; cricket bags; hockey sticks; coin-operated billiard tables;
grip tapes for rackets; skis; snow skis; edges of skis; ski brakes; ski poles; ski sticks; ski
bindings; shaped covers for ski bindings; shaped covers for skis; bags adapted for skis; sole
coverings for skis; seal skins, being coverings for skis; bindings for alpine skis; surf skis;
bob-sleighs; discuses for sports; surfboards; sleds, being sports articles; snow sleds for
recreational use; sailboards; snowboards; bar-bells; appliances for gymnastics; fencing
weapons; climbers' harness; mountaineering equipment, namely, hooks; mountaineering
equipment, namely, binding straps; mountaineering equipment, namely, hook and ring
combinations; paragliders; hang gliders; skateboards; spring boards, being sports articles;
twirling batons; bags especially designed for surfboards; harness for sailboards; masts for
sailboards; paintball guns, being sports apparatus; surfboard leashes; skipping ropes; batting
gloves, being accessories for games; fencing gauntlets; exercise pulleys; exercise benches;
jumping ropes; punching bags for boxing; roller skates; in-line roller skates; ice skates;
skating boots with skates attached; boxing gloves; baseball gloves; gloves for games, namely,
gloves for console gaming; snowshoes; swimming belts; swimming rings; swimming kick
boards; flippers for swimming; water wings; arm floats for swimming; swimming jackets;
tables for table football; golf irons; inflatable floats for swimming; swim floats for
recreational use

The mark consists of the wording "MONCLER" in stylized characters, the stylized letter "M"
being larger and superimposed on the figure of a stylized cockerel, the portion "ONCLER"
being smaller.

PRIORITY DATE OF 12-20-2017 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1445593 DATED 04-20-2018,
EXPIRES 04-20-2028

The wording "MONCLER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

SER. NO. 79-250,111, FILED 04-20-2018
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,887,712 

Registered Oct. 22, 2019 

Int. Cl.: 3, 9, 14, 16, 18,
25, 28, 35, 41, 42

Service Mark

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.P.A.  (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano, ITALY

CLASS 3: Perfumes; toilet water; deodorants for personal use, being perfumery; incense; joss
sticks; air fragrancing preparations; sachets for perfuming linen; essential oils for personal
use; henna, being cosmetic dye; eye shadow; cosmetic pencils; foundation; make-up powder;
face powder for cosmetic use; talcum powder for cosmetic use; blusher; lipsticks; lipstick
cases; lip glosses; mascara; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations, being
cosmetics; nail polish; nail polish removers; beauty masks; cosmetic facial scrubs; face
creams for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic body creams; cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations
for slimming purposes; creams for cellulite reduction for cosmetic use; hair spray; cosmetic
hair lotions; hair bleaching preparations; hair dyes; hair coloring preparations; hair rinses,
being shampoo-conditioners; hair lighteners; hair conditioners; hair moisturizers; preparations
for the permanent waving of hair; gels, sprays, mousses and balms for hair styling and hair
care; depilatory preparations; hair straightening preparations; tissues impregnated with make-
up removing preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; non-medicated hand soap; cosmetic
soap; facial soaps; skin cleansing creams; skin cleansing lotions; shower gel; bubble bath
preparations for cosmetic use; non-medicated bath oils; non-medicated bath pearls; non-
medicated bath salts; cosmetic creams and lotions for face and body care; shaving balms;
shaving creams; shaving soap; after-shave lotions; hair shampoos; bath preparations, not for
medical purposes; non-medicated soap; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; non-
medicated dentifrices; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; shoe polish;
shoe wax; shoe cream; creams for leather; toiletries, namely, baby lotions, baby oils and baby
powder; shampoos for babies; hair conditioners for babies; children's play cosmetics being
cosmetics; cosmetics for animals

CLASS 9: Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles;
eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames;
eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; contact lenses; containers for
contact lenses; ski goggles; spectacle cases; binoculars; binocular cases; monocles;
magnifying glasses; magnifying glass cases; smartglasses; 3D spectacles; electronic game
software for cellular phones; electronic game software for hand-held electronic devices;
computer game software; downloadable computer programs for video and computer games;
blank floppy computer discs; personal computers; cases adapted for personal computers;
notebook computers; hand-held computers; cases adapted for hand-held computers; carrying
cases adapted for computers; tablet computers; protective cases for tablet computers; covers
for tablet computers; laptop computers; protective cases for laptops; bags adapted for laptops;
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computer mice; mouse pads; carrying cases for radios; radios; mobile phones; lanyards, being
straps, for cellular phones; covers adapted for cellular phones; cases adapted for cellular
phones; cellular phones; smartphones; protective covers for smartphones; protective cases for
smartphones; electronic book readers; protective cases for electronic book readers; cordless
telephones; cordless telephone holders; telephone receivers; telephone apparatus; video
telephones; cell phone straps; batteries for cellular phones; microphones for cellular phones;
loudspeakers for cellular phones; earphones for cellular phones; battery chargers for cellular
phones; battery charger cases for cellular phones; in-ear headphones; headphones; headphone
cases; hands free kits for telephones; hands free kits for cellular phones; smartwatches;
protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks, being hand-held monopods; cases
adapted for cameras; cameras for photography; digital cameras; cases especially made for
photographic apparatus and instruments; lanyards, being straps, for cameras; digital photo
frames; exposed slide film cases; photographic slides; video screens; home theater projectors;
protective helmets for sports; blank audio-video compact discs and DVDs; holders and cases
for compact discs and DVDs; protective carrying cases for portable music players; music and
video player cases; digital audio players; loudspeakers; compact disc players; cases adapted
for CD players; DVD recorders; DVD players; cases adapted for DVD players; portable MP3
players; cases for portable MP3 players; protective covers for portable MP3 players; portable
compact disc music players; prerecorded magnetic tapes, cartridges and disks featuring
fashion and art; walkie-talkies; antennas; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, audiovisual
recordings featuring music and animation; downloadable electronic publications, namely,
books, magazines, and newsletters in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories;
blank magnetic data carriers, sound recording discs, audio and video tapes and sound
recording carriers; prerecorded audio discs featuring fashion and art; prerecorded DVDs
featuring fashion and art; video recorders; blank video cassettes and USB flash drives;
electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; time clocks, being time recording
devices; thread counters; rulers, being measuring instruments; measuring devices, electric,
namely, electric lasers for measuring; barometers; calculating machines; pocket calculators;
chronographs, being time recording apparatus; scales; pedometers; navigation apparatus for
vehicles, being on-board computers; cases specially fitted for holding credit cards;
magnetically encoded key cards; electronic agendas; cases for electronic agenda; covers for
electronic agendas; hologram apparatus; electronic interactive whiteboards; interactive touch
screen terminals; decorative magnets; electronic pens, being visual display units; lanyards,
being straps, especially adapted for holding cellular phones, MP3 players, cameras, video
cameras, eyeglasses, sunglasses, magnetic encoded cards; baby monitors; audio baby
monitors; video baby monitors; baby scales; protective helmets for children; educational
software for children

CLASS 14: Precious stones; jade; imitation jewellery; costume jewellery; jewellery and
imitation jewellery, namely, trinkets, charms, threads of precious metal, bracelets, necklaces,
lockets, chains, rings, brooches, medallions, pins, amulets; jewellery, namely, silver thread,
threads of precious metal, gold thread, bracelets made of embroidered textile, pearls,
pendants; cloisonné jewellery; earrings; diadems; medals; ornamental lapel pins; tie pins; cuff
links; necklaces in the nature of lanyards, being keycords; key chains, being key chains with
trinket or decorative fob; key rings, being split rings with trinket or decorative fob; charms for
key rings; key fobs of precious metal; key rings of leather; key rings, not of metal; split rings
of precious metal for keys; decorative key fobs of leather; decorative key fobs of imitation
leather; charms for key rings; decorative key fobs of common metal; decorative key fobs, not
of metal; fancy key holders of precious metal; key holders of precious metal; key holders of
metal; key tags of plastic; badges of precious metal; rosaries; paste jewellery, being costume
jewellery; hat jewellery; shoe jewellery; shoe jewelry in the nature of shoe ornaments of
precious metal; hat jewelry in the nature of hat ornaments of precious metal; jewellery cases,
being caskets, not of precious metal; jewellery cases, being caskets; decorative boxes of
precious metal; statues of precious metal; figurines, being statuettes, of precious metal;
statuettes of precious metal; works of art of precious metal; jewellery; charms for jewellery;
charms for bracelets; charms for necklaces; clocks; wall clocks; watches; alarm clocks;
chronometers; chronographs, being watches; wristwatches; stopwatches; pocket watches;
cases being parts of clocks and watches; watch bands; watch straps; watch chains; watch
bracelets

CLASS 16: Magazines, being periodicals in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and
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accessories; magazines featuring stories, games and learning activities; newspapers;
newspaper comic strips, being printed matter; pamphlets in the field of fashion and luxury
apparel and accessories; pamphlets featuring stories, game and learning activities; booklets in
the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; periodicals in the field of fashion and
luxury apparel and accessories; newsletters in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and
accessories; printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the
field fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; posters; handbooks, being manuals in the
field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; calendars; catalogues in the field of
fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; brochures in the field of fashion and luxury
apparel and accessories; informational flyers in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and
accessories; books in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; books featuring
stories, games and learning activities; children's books; children's activity books; children's
books incorporating audio contents; coloring books; school writing books; school yearbooks;
manuals, being handbooks in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; gift
wrapping paper; banners of paper; bunting of paper; writing paper; handkerchiefs of paper;
bibs of paper; towels of paper; table linen of paper; place mats of paper; table runners of
paper; table napkins of paper; boxes of paper or cardboard; hat boxes of cardboard; containers
made of cardboard; printed patterns for making clothes; printed sewing patterns; embroidery
designs, being patterns printed on paper; printed patterns for dressmaking; printed paper
knitting patterns; decorative stickers for helmets; bumper stickers; transfers, being
decalcomanias; event albums; sketch books; scratch pads; sketches; architects' models;
blueprints; printed photographs; graphic art reproductions; printed art reproductions; works of
art of paper; print engravings; lithographs; occasion cards; cards bearing universal greetings;
gift tags of paper; announcement cards, being stationery; invitation cards; postcards; picture
cards; stamp albums; photograph stands; photograph albums; stickers, being stationery;
sticker albums; photo holders made of paper; bookmarkers; pens, being office requisites;
fountain pens; ball-point pens; roller-tip pens; writing pens; felt-tip markers; pencils; pastels;
crayons; chalks; painting sets for children; drawing brushes; stationery cases; cases of leather
for agendas and weekly planners; drawing sets comprised of pencils and sketch pads; pen
boxes; pencil boxes; pen toppers; pencil toppers; pen cases; pencil cases; penholders; pencil
holders; stands for pens and pencils; modelling clay for children; stationery, namely,
document covers, document files, document holders; desk mats; desk top organizers; personal
organizers; blank exercise books; note books; cube-shaped notebooks; scratch pads; notepads;
diaries; agendas; weekly planners, being stationery; agenda covers; weekly planner covers;
address booklet covers; photo album covers; book covers; folders, being stationery; labels of
paper or cardboard; printed paper labels, not of textile; adhesive labels, not of textile;
paperweights; page holders; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; drawing pads;
adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; adhesive tape dispensers, being office
requisites; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; office requisites, namely,
paper knives, being cutters; rubber erasers; erasers; correspondence holders; passport holders;
stationery-type portfolios; illustration boards; paper ribbons other than haberdashery or hair
decorations; inkstands; clipboards; presentation folders; trading cards, other than for games;
shopping bags of plastic; shopping bags of paper; placards of paper or cardboard; printed
advertising boards of paper or cardboard; money clips

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases of leather or leatherboard; leather straps;
business card cases, being notecases; credit card cases, being wallets; calling card cases;
furniture coverings in the nature of furniture trimmings of leather; business card cases;
document cases; labels of leather; clothing for pets; collars for pets; bags for carrying pets;
bags, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, sports bags, shoulder bags; handbags; evening
purses, being handbags; mesh shopping bags; leather shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags;
duffle bags; waist bags; Boston bags; shoulder bags; travelling trunks; beach bags; clutch
bags; attaché cases; school bags; school satchels; schoolchildren's backpacks; randsels, being
Japanese school satchels; bags for sports; garment bags for travel; purses; wallets; pocket
wallets; carrying cases for documents; key cases; key bags; key wallets; briefcases; pouches,
of leather, for packaging; luggage; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal
items; shoe bags for travel; all-purpose sports bags; saddle bags; knapsacks; backpacks;
rucksacks; haversacks; overnight suitcases; trunks, being luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; hat
boxes for travel; hat boxes of leather; handbag frames; key cases of leather; shoulder belts,
being straps, of leather; leather straps; pouches of leather; suitcases; suitcases with wheels;
travelling luggage sets, being leatherware; travelling bags of leather; all-purpose carrying
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bags for campers; all-purpose carrying bags for climbers; tote bags; sling bags for carrying
infants; slings for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers; backpacks for carrying babies; infant
carriers worn on the body; umbrellas for children; reins for guiding children; umbrellas;
parasols; walking sticks; mountaineering sticks; harness fittings; golf umbrellas; umbrella
covers

CLASS 25: Clothing, namely, jackets, lightweight jackets, stuff jackets, jerseys, wristbands,
headbands, veils, tops, knitwear, namely, knit shirts, knit pants, and knit jackets, furs being
clothing, aprons, ski masks, gabardines being pants; sleeved or sleeveless jackets; heavy
jackets; bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets; padded jackets; wind-
resistant jackets; waterproof jackets; down jackets; sleeveless down jackets; sports jackets;
ski jackets; snowboard jackets; long jackets; windcheaters; ski windcheaters; snowboard
windcheaters; anoraks, being parkas; down anoraks; parkas; down parkas; fur jackets;
waistcoats; waistcoats with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur coats; raincoats; cardigans;
pullovers; shirts; T-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts; shirts for wear with suits;
chemises; camisoles; blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters; jumpers, being pullovers;
sports jerseys; trousers; ski pants; snowboard pants; ski trousers; shorts; bermuda shorts;
jeans; skirts; skorts; work overalls; clothing for gymnastics, namely, leotards, athletic tights,
and gymnastic shoes; jogging suits; jogging suit trousers; training suits; track suits; ski suits;
snowboard suits; suits; dresses for women; evening dresses; gowns; blazers; formal wear,
namely, evening gowns, tuxedos, and dresses; petticoats; corselets; twin sets; leggings, being
trousers; leggings, being leg warmers; leg warmers; dungarees; ponchos; wedding dresses;
ready-made clothing, namely, shirts, tops, and dresses; outer clothing, namely, outer jackets,
outer coats, and outer pants; masquerade costumes; tank-tops; hosiery; clothing of leather or
imitations of leather, namely, pants, shirts, shorts, and dresses; waterproof clothing, namely,
pants, shirts, shorts, and dresses; pants; sweat pants; pelerines; pinafore dresses; tuxedos;
romper suits; leotards; slacks; tunics; school uniforms; athletic uniforms; breeches for wear;
golf clothing, other than gloves, namely, pants and shirts; cuffs; dance clothing, namely,
dance costumes, dance tights, and ballet shoes; smocks; bathing suits; bathing caps;
swimming caps; beach cover-ups; beach clothes, namely, bathing suits and swim shorts;
swimsuits; bathing drawers as clothing; bathing trunks; bikinis; bath robes; pareus; babies'
pants, being clothing; bibs, not of paper; layettes, being clothing; babies' sleepwear; socks;
stockings; tights; sports socks; panty hose; unitards; garters; sock suspenders; stocking
suspenders; shoes; leather shoes; sports shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes; mountaineering
shoes; running shoes; ski footwear; after ski footwear; footwear for snowboarding; rain
footwear; sneakers; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; bath sandals; flip-flops, being footwear;
soles for footwear; footwear uppers; boots; half-boots; lace boots; rain boots; ski boots; after
ski boots; snowboard boots; boots for sports; horse-riding boots; clogs; overshoes; scarves;
cloaks; shawls; stoles; fur stoles; bandanas, being neckerchiefs; clothing articles, namely,
foulards; neckties; bow-ties; ascots; neckerchiefs; pocket squares; neck warmers; clothing,
namely, gloves, muffs, belts, collars, money belts; mittens; ski gloves; snowboard gloves;
braces for clothing, being suspenders; suspenders; waistbands, being parts of clothing; sashes
for wear; boas, being necklets; mufflers, being neck scarves; underwear; singlets; sport
singlets; slips, being undergarments; panties; underpants; drawers, being clothing; briefs;
boxer briefs; pyjamas; dressing gowns; nightgowns; vests; brassieres; corsets, being
underclothing; bodices, being lingerie; girdles; teddies, being underclothing; sleep masks;
headwear, namely, caps, visors; hats; cap peaks; caps with visors; berets; hoods, being
clothing; ear muffs, being clothing

CLASS 28: Apparatus for games other than those adapted for use with an external display
screen or monitor; video game machines; pocket-sized video game machines; pocket-sized
electronic amusement game machines; portable games with liquid crystal displays; controllers
for game consoles; joysticks for video games; balls for games; counters, being discs, for
games; bladders of balls for games; ring games; conjuring apparatus being magic tricks;
roulette wheels; skittles, being games; shuttlecocks; marionettes; kites; kite reels; quoits; toy
vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; remote-controlled toy vehicles; toy cars;
kaleidoscopes; masks, being playthings; theatrical masks; play balloons; toy pistols; dolls;
dolls' beds; dolls' feeding bottles; dolls' clothes; dolls' houses; dolls' rooms; teddy bears;
puzzles; jigsaw puzzles; parlor games; toys, namely, mobiles, building blocks, flying discs,
scooters, soap bubbles sold as a unit with bubble making wand and solution sets, spinning
tops; rocking horses; dominoes; building games; toy construction kits; playground slides,
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being playthings; practical jokes, being novelty magic tricks; butterfly nets; scale model
vehicles; playing cards; cases for playing cards; dice; draughts, being checkers games;
draughtboards being checkboards for checkers games; backgammon games; checkers, being
games; board games; chess games; chess sets; chess pieces; checkerboards; chessboards;
mah-jong; bingo cards; rackets for tennis, squash, and badminton; playing balls; nets for
sports; race tracks, being toys; darts; swimming pools, being play articles; novelty small toys
for parties, dances, being party favors; cases for play accessories; snow globes; paper party
hats; scratch cards for playing lottery games; toys for pets; plush stuffed character dolls and
animals; rubber character toys; animated and non-animated toy figures; stuffed toys and
unstuffed toys in the form of plastic character toys; puppets; stuffed puppets; plush toys;
stuffed toys; rattles, being playthings; rattles for babies; baby rattles incorporating teething
rings; toy mobiles used with baby cots being musical toys for babies; baby gyms; plush toys
with attached comfort blanket; tricycles for infants, being toys; tables for indoor football;
tables for table tennis; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf gloves; golf clubs; divot repair
tools, being golf accessories; billiard cues; pool cue tips; billiard markers; billiard tables;
billiard balls; tennis nets; tennis ball throwing apparatus; tennis rackets; battledore bats; table
tennis rackets; strings for rackets; bowling apparatus and machinery; bags specially designed
to hold cricket equipment; hockey sticks; coin-operated billiard tables; grip tapes for rackets;
skis; snow skis; edges of skis; ski brakes; ski poles; ski sticks; ski bindings; shaped covers for
ski bindings; shaped covers for skis; bags adapted for skis; sole coverings for skis; seal skins,
being coverings for skis; bindings for alpine skis; surf skis; bob-sleighs; discuses for sports;
surfboards; sleds, being sports articles; snow sleds for recreational use; sailboards;
snowboards; bar-bells; appliances for gymnastics; fencing weapons; climbers' harness;
mountaineering equipment, namely, ascenders, binding straps, hooks, hook and ring
combinations; paragliders; hang gliders; skateboards; spring boards, being sports articles;
twirling batons; bags especially designed for surfboards; harness for sailboards; masts for
sailboards; paintball guns, being sports apparatus; surfboard leashes; skipping ropes; batting
gloves, being accessories for games; fencing gauntlets; exercise pulleys; exercise benches;
jumping ropes; punching bags; roller skates; in-line roller skates; ice skates; skating boots
with skates attached; boxing gloves; baseball gloves; gloves for lacrosse games; snowshoes;
swimming belts; swimming life rings; swimming kick boards; flippers for swimming; water
wings; arm floats for swimming; swimming jackets; floats for swimming; swimming gloves;
inflatable armbands for swimming; swimming floats for recreational use; party poppers;
streamers, being party novelties; balloons, being party novelties

CLASS 35: Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store services,
on behalf of third parties, featuring detergents, cleaning, preparations, non-medicated soaps;
perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, non-
medicated dentifrices; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale
store services, on behalf of third parties, featuring candles, eyeglasses, sunglasses, anti-glare
glasses, ski goggles, goggles for use in sport, swimming goggles, eyeglass and sunglass cases,
eyeglass and sunglass lenses, eyeglass and sunglass frames; Retail and wholesale store
services and online retail and wholesale store services, on behalf of third parties, featuring
eyeglass and sunglass chains, eyeglass and sunglass cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, pince-
nez chains, pince-nez cords, pince-nez mountings, correcting lenses, being optics; Retail and
wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store services, on behalf of third
parties, featuring holders, cases, covers, electronic apparatus holders, electronic apparatus
cases, electronic apparatus covers; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and
wholesale store services, on behalf of third parties, featuring photographic, optical; Retail and
wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store services, on behalf of third
parties, featuring apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images,
magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording
media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, calculating machines, data processing
equipment, computers, computer software; Retail and wholesale store services and online
retail and wholesale store services, on behalf of third parties, featuring apparatus for lighting,
lamps, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones,
horological and chronometric instruments, key rings, key fobs, key cases, key holders, key
bags; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store services, on
behalf of third parties, featuring paper and cardboard, printed matter, photographs, stationery
and office requisites, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' and drawing
materials, paintbrushes; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale
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store services, on behalf of third parties, featuring bags, cases and holders, being leatherware,
leatherware, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, trunks, travelling bags,
umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery, collars, leashes and clothing
for animals; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store services,
on behalf of third parties, featuring furniture, mirrors, picture frames, ropes and string, nets,
tents and tarpaulins, awnings of textile or synthetic materials, sails, sacks for the transport and
storage of materials in bulk; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and
wholesale store services, on behalf of third parties, featuring textiles and substitutes for
textiles, household linen, curtains of textile or plastic, bed covers, table covers, clothing,
footwear, headgear; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store
services, on behalf of third parties, featuring lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons,
hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, hair decorations, false hair, carpets, rugs,
mats and matting; Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store
services, on behalf of third parties, featuring games, toys and playthings, video game
apparatus, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees, smokers' articles;
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes, namely, providing
television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; commercial
information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; sales promotion
for others; outsourcing services, namely, business assistance; procurement services for others,
namely, purchasing fashion and luxury apparel and accessories for other businesses;
demonstration of goods; shop window dressing; sponsorship search; business inquiries;
business information; administrative processing of purchase orders; business organization and
management of customer loyalty programs; business administration of consumer loyalty
programs; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others;
organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of events, exhibitions,
trade fairs and fashion shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes;
organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of advertising
events; arranging and conducting of promotional and marketing events; event marketing;
news clipping services; public relations; on-line advertising on a computer network;
advertising of goods and services on the Internet and by means of mobile telephony services
and by electronic mail; bill-posting; rental of advertising space; publicity material rental;
dissemination of advertising matter; advertising agency services; modelling for advertising or
sales promotion; writing of publicity texts; publication of publicity texts; promoting the sale
of fashion goods for third parties through promotional articles in magazines; distribution of
samples; distribution and dissemination of advertising materials, namely, leaflets,
prospectuses, printed material, samples; advertising planning services; promotional services,
namely, advertising services; product merchandising; search engine optimization for sales
promotion; web site traffic optimization; business consultancy regarding advertising
communications strategy; business consultancy regarding public relations communications
strategy; social media strategy and marketing consultancy; business management and
organization consultancy; business consultancy and advisory services in the field of business
strategy; business management consultancy relating to strategy, marketing, production,
personnel and retail sale matters; business management assistance; marketing strategy
planning; business advice in the field of business management and marketing; business
information; marketing research; market research studies; business investigations; public
opinion polling; providing an on-line commercial information directory on the Internet;
compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; relocation services
for businesses; business auditing; business management of hotels

CLASS 41: Conducting entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, educational
events, and entertainment and cultural activities, namely, live performances by a musical
band, live appearances by a sports celebrity, conducting classes in the fields of fashion and
art, fashion modeling for entertainment purposes, entertainment in the nature of fashion
shows, and art exhibitions; entertainment services in the nature of fashion shows and art
exhibitions; organization, production, presentation and conducting of music concerts, film
festivals, live musical tours and other musical and cultural performances, events and
activities, namely, ethnic dance performances; organizing events for cultural or educational
purposes, namely, film events, musical events, cultural and tennis sporting events and live
entertainment events, namely, live musical performances; organization of fashion shows for
entertainment purposes; entertainment in the nature of fashion shows; arranging live film
award ceremonies and evening galas in the nature of balls for entertainment purposes; party
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planning for entertainment purposes; organization and presentation of live shows,
competitions, games, concerts and entertainment events in the nature of live music concerts
and baseball games; organization of balls; organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes;
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing recreation
facilities; providing recreation facilities; providing entertainment-related information about
education, training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; providing entertainment-
related information about entertainment and entertainment events via on-line networks and
the Internet; production and presentation of audio and video recordings, and still and moving
images; electronic desktop publishing services; on-line digital publishing services; on-line
publication of electronic books and journals; digital video, audio and multimedia
entertainment publishing services; publication of fashion magazines for entertainment
purposes; news reporting services in the field of fashion; publication of multimedia material
on-line; electronic desktop publishing; publication of yearbooks; publication of calendars;
publication of brochures; publication of newsletters; publication of catalogs; publication of
books, magazines and other texts, other than publicity texts; publication of printed matter,
also in electronic form, other than for advertising purposes; publication of texts, other than
publicity texts; electronic publication of information on a wide range of topics on-line;
publishing services of digital video, audio and multimedia works for others; providing on-line
electronic publications, not downloadable, namely, newsletters in the fields of fashion and art;
writing of texts, namely, songwriting; layout services, other than for advertising purposes;
arranging of symposiums and training workshops in the fields of fashion and art; arranging
and conducting of educational conferences, conventions, educational exhibitions, classes,
lectures, seminars and training workshops in the fields of fashion and art; provision of
training courses in the fields of fashion and art; providing of training via a global computer
network in the fields of fashion and art; conducting of instructional, educational and training
courses for young people and adults in the fields of fashion and art; conducting of training
workshops in the fields of fashion and art; conducting of educational courses in the fields of
fashion and art; training in the field of interior and fashion design; training to recognize fake
products for the prevention of counterfeiting; conducting of training courses in the field of
technology and innovation; educational training in the field of electronic data processing;
educational training in the field of nature conservation and the environment; business
training; vocational skills training in the fields of fashion and art; vocational guidance, being
education or training advice in the fields of fashion and art; educational services, namely,
conducting higher education, academic, linguistic and vocational training classes in the fields
of fashion and art; photography; photographic reporting; health club services featuring health
and fitness training; night club services featuring entertainment; organization of sports events
and competitions namely, swim meets, soccer competitions, tennis tournaments, golf
tournaments, football games, baseball games, sports car races, track and field events;
providing golf facilities; providing physical education, games and sporting facilities;
providing sports facilities; arranging of video game tournaments and athletic competitions via
the Internet; organization of video game tournaments and athletic competitions; organization
of live educational demonstrations, entertainment, cultural and sporting competitions;
arranging of beauty contests; providing recreational areas in the nature of play areas for
children; providing educational entertainment programs in the fields of fashion and art for
children in after-school centers; modelling for artists; ticket reservation and booking services
for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; ticket agency services for entertainment
events; providing non-downloadable digital music from the Internet; providing on-line,
nondownloadable videos featuring fashion and art

CLASS 42: Dress designing; design of fashion accessories; fashion design; footwear design;
clothing design; design of headgear; jewellery and imitation jewellery design; providing
technical design-related information about fashion design services; styling, being industrial
design; industrial and graphic art design; graphic illustration services; architectural
consultancy; interior decoration consultancy; interior design; design of interior decor;
commercial art design; packaging design; providing temporary use of on-line,
nondownloadable software applications and software tools that enable users to design
clothing and accessories in the fields of fashion and art; providing temporary use of online,
non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site that enable users to design
clothing and accessories in the fields of fashion and art; providing temporary use of online,
non-downloadable business software that enables users to design clothing and accessories in
the fields of fashion and art; providing temporary use of online on-line non-downloadable
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software for importing and managing data; computer system design; design and development
of electronic databases; design and development of computer systems for data input, output,
processing, display and storage; data encryption and decoding services; design, maintenance,
rental and updating of computer software; design, updating and rental of computer software;
configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, upgrading and maintenance of computer
software; design and development of computer software for reading, transmitting and
organizing data; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for
word processing, data processing and industrial process control; rental of computer software;
data security consultancy; internet security consultancy; consultancy in the design and
development of computer hardware; outsource service providers in the field of information
technology; quality control; quality control of goods and services; quality control of partly
manufactured goods; quality control testing of clothing and accessories; inspection of
clothing and accessories for quality control; conducting of quality control tests; product
quality testing; testing, analysis and evaluation of the clothing and accessories manufacturing
process of others for the purpose of certification; quality control services for certification
purposes; testing, analysis and evaluation services for determining conformity with the
certification of quality or standards; technical testing in the field of fashion apparel and
accessories and associated quality control services; quality control testing in the field of
fashion apparel and accessories and consultancy relating thereto; quality assurance
consultancy in the fields of fashion and art; technological process monitoring for quality
assurance in the fields of fashion and art; consumer product safety testing; testing of raw
materials; textile testing; testing, authentication and quality control; technical research
projects and studies in the fields of fashion and art; development of measuring and testing
methods in the fields of fashion and art; surveying; technological analysis and evaluation of
product development; research services for the development of new products; development of
new technology for others in the fields of fashion and art

The mark consists of stylized, vertical rectangular sign containing eight squares, four stacked
vertically on each side, all above the stylized wording "MONCLER" above "GENIUS".

PRIORITY DATE OF 05-11-2017 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1448305 DATED 10-18-2017,
EXPIRES 10-18-2027

SER. NO. 79-251,292, FILED 10-18-2017
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,859,563 

Registered Sep. 17, 2019 

Int. Cl.: 9, 18, 25, 28

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.P.A.  (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano
ITALY

CLASS 9: Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles;
eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames;
eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; contact lenses; containers for
contact lenses; ski goggles; spectacle cases; binoculars; binocular cases; monocles;
magnifying glasses; magnifying glass cases; smartglasses; 3D spectacles; downloadable
electronic game software for cellular phones; downloadable electronic game software for
hand-held electronic devices; downloadable computer game software; downloadable
computer programs for database management, use as a spreadsheet in the field of fashion,
design and lifestyle; blank floppy computer disks; computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable, for database management, use as a spreadsheet in the field of fashion, design
and lifestyle; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; computer screen saver software,
recorded or downloadable; personal computers; cases adapted for personal computers;
notebook computers; hand-held computers; cases adapted for hand-held computers; carrying
cases adapted for computers; tablet computers; protective cases for tablet computers; covers
for tablet computers; laptop computers; cases for laptops; bags adapted for laptops; sleeves
for laptops; docking stations for laptops; wrist rests for use with computers; computer mice;
mouse pads; computer keyboards; printers for use with computers; computer peripheral
devices; monitors, being computer hardware; carrying cases for radio pagers; radio cases;
radios; mobile phones; lanyards, being straps for cellular phones; covers adapted for cellular
phones; cases adapted for cellular phones; cellular phones; smartphones; protective covers for
smartphones; protective cases for smartphones; electronic book readers; protective cases for
electronic book readers; cordless telephones; cordless telephone holders; telephone receivers;
telephone apparatus; video telephones; cell phone straps; batteries for cellular phones;
microphones for cellular phones; loudspeakers for cellular phones; earphones for cellular
phones; battery chargers for cellular phones; battery charger cases for cellular phones; in-ear
headphones; headphones; headphone cases; hands free kits for telephones; hands free kits for
cellular phones; smartwatches; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks, being
hand-held monopods; personal digital assistants, being PDAs; cases adapted for cameras;
photographic cameras; digital cameras; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and
instruments; lanyards, being straps, for cameras; digital photo frames; cases for exposed
photographic slides; photographic slides, being photography; video screens; home theater
projectors; protective helmets for sports; gloves for divers; visors for helmets; audio-video
compact discs; DVDs featuring fashion, design and lifestyle; holders and cases for compact
discs and DVDs; protective carrying cases for portable music players; music and video player
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cases; digital audio players; loudspeakers; compact disc players; cases adapted for CD
players; DVD recorders; DVD players; cases adapted for DVD players; portable MP3
players; cases for portable MP3 players; covers for portable MP3 players; portable compact
disc music players; prerecorded magnetic tapes, cartridges and disks featuring fashion, design
and lifestyle; walkietalkies; antennas; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, electronic
interactive whiteboards; electronic publications, downloadable, featuring fashion, design and
lifestyle; blank magnetic data carriers; prerecorded magnetic data carriers featuring fashion,
design and lifestyle; blank sound recording discs; prerecorded audio discs featuring fashion,
design and lifestyle; prerecorded DVDs featuring fashion, design and lifestyle; audio and
video tapes featuring fashion, design and lifestyle; sound recording carriers, namely, audio
recorders; video recorders; video cassettes featuring fashion, design and lifestyle; blank USB
flash drives; pre-recorded USB flash drives featuring fashion, design and lifestyle; electronic
key fobs being remote control apparatus; teaching robots; time clocks, being time recording
devices; counters, namely, thread counters, automatic pill counters; measuring rulers;
barometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; calculating machines; pocket
calculators; chronographs, being time recording apparatus; scales; pedometers; directional
compasses; navigation apparatus for vehicles, being onboard computers; credit card cases,
being fitted holders; magnetically encoded key cards; electronic agendas; cases for electronic
agendas; covers for electronic agendas; holograms digital media, namely, downloadable
holographic recordings featuring fashion, design and lifestyle; electronic interactive
whiteboards; interactive touch screen terminals; decorative magnets; electronic pens, being
visual display units; lanyards, being straps, especially adapted for holding cellular phones,
MP3 players, cameras, video cameras, eyeglasses, sunglasses, magnetic encoded cards; blank
integrated circuit cards, being smart cards; sports whistles; electronic pocket translators;
hand-held electronic dictionaries; optical fibers, being light conducting filaments; snorkels;
baby monitors; audio baby monitors; video baby monitors; baby scales; protective helmets for
children; downloadable educational software for children

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases of leather or leatherboard; straps of
leather, being saddlery; credit card cases, being wallets; calling card cases; furniture
coverings of leather; business card cases; document cases; labels of leather; clothing for pets;
collars for pets; bags for carrying animals; bags, namely, all-purpose carrying bags; handbags;
evening purses, being handbags; shopping bags; leather shopping bags; wheeled shopping
bags; duffle bags; waist bags; Boston bags; shoulder bags; travelling trunks; beach bags;
clutch bags; attaché cases; school bags; school satchels; schoolchildren's backpacks; randsels,
being Japanese school satchels; bags for sports; garment bags for travel; purses; wallets;
pocket wallets; carrying cases for documents; key cases; key bags; key wallets; briefcases;
pouches, of leather, for packaging; luggage; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other
personal items; shoe bags for travel; all-purpose sports bags; saddle bags; knapsacks;
backpacks; rucksacks; haversacks; overnight suitcases; trunks, being luggage; vanity cases,
not fitted; hat boxes for travel; hat boxes of leather; handbag frames; key cases of leather;
shoulder belts, being straps, of leather; leather straps; pouches of leather; suitcases; suitcases
with wheels; travelling sets, namely, travelling bags comprised of leather; travelling bags of
leather; All-purpose carrying bags for use by campers; All-purpose carrying bags for use by
climbers; tote bags; motorized suitcases; briefcase-type conference folders; briefcase-type
conference portfolios; sling bags for carrying infants; slings for carrying infants; pouch baby
carriers; backpacks for carrying babies; infant carriers worn on the body; umbrellas for
children; reins for guiding children; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; mountaineering
sticks; harness fittings; golf umbrellas; umbrella covers; hiking sticks; trekking sticks

CLASS 25: Clothing, namely, jackets, lightweight jackets, stuff jackets, jerseys, wristbands,
headbands, veils, tops, knitwear in the nature of shirts, dresses, sweaters, scarves, hats, caps,
gloves, socks; aprons, ski masks, gabardines; sleeved or sleeveless jackets; heavy jackets;
bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets; padded jackets; wind-resistant
jackets; waterproof jackets; down jackets; sleeveless down jackets; sports jackets; ski jackets;
snowboard jackets; long jackets; windcheaters; ski windcheaters; snowboard windcheaters;
anoraks, being parkas; down anoraks; parkas; down parkas; fur jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats
with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur coats; raincoats; cardigans; pullovers; shirts; T-
shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts; shirts for wear with suits; chemises; camisoles;
blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters; jumpers, being pullovers; sports jerseys; trousers;
ski pants; snowboard pants; ski trousers; shorts; Bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; skorts; work
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overalls; clothing for gymnastics, namely, leotards, leggings, bodysuits; jogging suits;
jogging trousers; training suits; track suits; ski suits; snowboard suits; suits; dresses for
women; evening dresses; gowns; blazers; formal wear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos,
dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; petticoats; corselets; twin sets; leggings, being trousers;
leggings, being leg warmers; leg warmers; dungarees; ponchos; wedding dresses; ready-made
clothing, namely, shirts, tops and dresses; outer clothing, namely, coats, jackets, scarves, hats,
gloves, raincoats; masquerade costumes; tank-tops; hosiery; clothing of leather or imitations
of leather, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; waterproof clothing, namely, pants, shirts,
shorts and dresses; pants; sweat pants; pelerines; pinafore dresses; tuxedos; romper suits;
leotards; slacks; tunics; school uniforms; athletic uniforms; breeches for wear; golf clothing,
other than gloves, namely, pants and shirts; cuffs; dance clothing, namely, tap shoes, ballet
shoes, tutus, jazz pants; smocks; bathing caps; swimming caps; beach cover-ups; beach
clothes, namely, bathing suits and swim shorts; swimsuits; bathing drawers; bathing trunks;
bikinis; bath robes; pareos; clothing for children, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses;
footwear for children; headgear for children, namely caps, hats, toques; footwear for babies
and toddlers; headgear for babies and toddlers, namely caps, hats, knitted caps; babies' pants,
being clothing; cloth bibs; layettes, being clothing; padded sleepsuits for babies; down padded
sleepsuits for babies; baby bodysuits; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; snap crotch shirts for infants
and toddlers; footmuffs, not electrically heated; socks; stockings; tights; sports socks; panty
hose; unitards; garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; shoes; leather shoes; sports
shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes; mountaineering shoes; running shoes; ski footwear;
after ski footwear; footwear for snowboarding; rain footwear; sneakers; slippers; bath
slippers; sandals; bath sandals; flip-flops, being footwear; soles for footwear; footwear
uppers; boots; half-boots; lace boots; rain boots; ski boots; after ski boots; snowboard boots;
boots for sports; horse-riding boots; clogs; overshoes; scarves; cloaks; shawls; stoles; fur
stoles; bandanas, being neckerchiefs; clothing articles, namely, foulards; neckties; bow-ties;
ascots; neckerchiefs; pocket squares; neck warmers; clothing, namely, gloves, muffs, belts,
collars, money belts; mittens; ski gloves; snowboard gloves; braces for clothing, being
suspenders; suspenders; waistbands, being parts of clothing; sashes for wear; boas, being
necklets; mufflers, being neck scarves; underwear; singlets; sport singlets; slips, being
undergarments; panties; underpants; drawers, being clothing; briefs; boxer briefs; pyjamas;
dressing gowns; nightgowns; vests; brassieres; corsets, being underclothing; bodices, being
lingerie; girdles; teddies, being underclothing; sleep masks; headwear, namely, caps, visors;
hats; cap peaks; caps with visors; berets; hoods, being clothing; ear muffs, being clothing

CLASS 28: Apparatus for games other than those adapted for use with an external display
screen or monitor; video game machines; pocket-sized video game machines; pocket-sized
electronic game machines in the nature of LCD game machines, electronic educational game
machines for children; portable games with liquid crystal displays; controllers for game
consoles; joysticks for video games; balls for games; counters, being discs, for games;
bladders of balls for games; ring games; roulette wheels; skittles, being games; shuttlecocks;
marionettes; kites; kite reels; quoits; toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; remote-
controlled toy vehicles; toy cars; kaleidoscopes, masks, being playthings; theatrical masks;
play balloons, toy pistols; dolls; dolls' beds; dolls' feeding bottles; dolls' clothes; dolls' houses;
dolls' rooms; teddy bears; puzzles; jigsaw puzzles; parlor games; toys, namely, mobiles, toy
building blocks, flying discs, scooters, soap bubbles in the nature of bubble making wand and
solution setes, spinning tops; rocking horses; dominoes; building games; toy construction
sets; slides, being playthings; novelty toys for playing jokes; butterfly nets; scale model
vehicles; playing cards; cases for playing cards; dice; backgammon games; checkers, being
games; board games; chess games; chess sets; chess pieces; checkerboards; chessboards;
mah-jong; bingo cards; play balls; nets for sports; race tracks, being toys; darts; swimming
pools, being play articles; novelties for parties in the nature of noisemaker toys, party favor
hats, party favors in the nature of small toys, cases for play accessories; snow globes; paper
party hats; scratch cards for playing lottery games; toys for pets; toy imitation cosmetics;
swimming pool air floats; party poppers being party novelties; toy putty; toy dough; portable
handheld game consoles incorporating telecommunication functions; portable musical toys
incorporating telecommunication functions; plush character and animal toys; rubber character
toys; toy action figures; stuffed toys and unstuffed toys in the form of plastic character toys;
puppets; stuffed puppets; plush toys; stuffed toys; rattles, being playthings; rattles for babies;
baby rattles incorporating teething rings; cot musical toys for babies; baby gyms; plush toys
with attached comfort blanket; tricycles for infants, being toys; crib toys; crib mobiles, being
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toys; tables for indoor football; tables for table tennis; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf
gloves; golf clubs; divot repair tools, being golf accessories; billiard cues; pool cue tips;
billiard markers; billiard tables; billiard balls; tennis nets; tennis ball throwing apparatus;
tennis rackets; badminton rackets; battledore bats; table tennis rackets; strings for rackets;
bowling apparatus and machinery; cricket bags; hockey sticks; coin-operated billiard tables;
grip tapes for rackets; skis; snow skis; edges of skis; ski brakes; ski poles; ski sticks; ski
bindings; shaped covers for ski bindings; shaped covers for skis; bags adapted for skis; sole
coverings for skis; seal skins, being coverings for skis; bindings for alpine skis; surf skis;
bob-sleighs; discuses for sports; surfboards; sleds, being sports articles; snow sleds for
recreational use; sailboards; snowboards; bar-bells; appliances for gymnastics; fencing
weapons; climbers' harness; paragliders; hang gliders; skateboards; spring boards, being
sports articles; twirling batons; bags especially designed for surfboards; harness for
sailboards; masts for sailboards; paintball guns, being sports apparatus; surfboard leashes;
skipping ropes; batting gloves, being accessories for games; fencing gauntlets; exercise
pulleys; exercise benches; jumping ropes; punching bags for boxing; roller skates; in-line
roller skates; ice skates; skating boots with skates attached; boxing gloves; baseball gloves;
snowshoes; swimming belts; swimming rings; swimming kick boards; flippers for swimming;
water wings; arm floats for swimming; swimming jackets; tables for table football; golf irons;
inflatable floats for swimming; swim floats for recreational use

The mark consists of a sign depicting three stylized bells, arranged in a semicircle, the central
bell partially overlapping the side bells.

PRIORITY DATE OF 12-28-2017 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1451345 DATED 04-20-2018,
EXPIRES 04-20-2028

SER. NO. 79-252,523, FILED 04-20-2018
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,929,368 

Registered Dec. 10, 2019 

Int. Cl.: 3, 9, 14, 16, 18,
25, 28, 35, 41, 42

Service Mark

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.P.A.  (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano
ITALY

CLASS 3: Perfumes; toilet water; deodorants for personal use, being perfumery; incense; joss
sticks; air fragrancing preparations; sachets for perfuming linen; essential oils for personal
use; henna, being cosmetic dye; eye shadow; cosmetic pencils; foundation; make-up powder;
face powder for cosmetic use; talcum powder for cosmetic use; blusher; lipsticks; lipstick
cases; lip glosses; mascara; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations, being
cosmetics; nail polish; nail polish removers; beauty masks; cosmetic facial scrubs; face
creams for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic body creams; cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations
for slimming purposes; creams for cellulite reduction for cosmetic use; hair spray; cosmetic
hair lotions; hair bleaching preparations; hair dyes; hair coloring preparations; hair rinses,
being shampoo-conditioners; hair lighteners; hair conditioners; hair moisturizers; preparations
for the permanent waving of hair; gels, sprays, mousses and balms for hair styling and hair
care; depilatory preparations; hair straightening preparations; tissues impregnated with make-
up removing preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; non-medicated hand soap; cosmetic
soap; non-medicated facial soaps; skin cleansing creams; skin cleansing lotions; shower gel;
non-medicated bubble bath preparations for cosmetic use; non-medicated bath oils; non-
medicated bath pearls; non-medicated bath salts; cosmetic creams and lotions for face and
body care; shaving balms; shaving creams; shaving soap; after-shave lotions; hair shampoos;
bath preparations, not for medical purposes; non-medicated bath soap; mouthwashes, not for
medical purposes; non-medicated dentifrices; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and
teeth; shoe polish; shoe wax; shoe cream; creams for leather; toiletries, namely, baby lotions,
baby oils and baby powder; shampoos for babies; hair conditioners for babies; cosmetics for
children; cosmetics for animals

CLASS 9: Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles;
eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames;
eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; contact lenses; containers for
contact lenses; ski goggles; spectacle cases; binoculars; binocular cases; monocles;
magnifying glasses; magnifying glass cases; smartglasses; 3D spectacles; downloadable
electronic game software for cellular phones; downloadable electronic game software for
hand-held electronic devices; downloadable computer game software; downloadable
computer programs for video and computer games; blank floppy disks; personal computers;
cases adapted for personal computers; notebook computers; hand-held computers; cases
adapted for hand-held computers; carrying cases adapted for computers; tablet computers;
protective cases for tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; laptop computers;
protective cases for laptops; bags adapted for laptops; computer mice; mouse pads; cases
specially adapted for carrying radios; radios; mobile phones; lanyards, being straps, specially
adapted for carrying cellular phones; covers adapted for cellular phones; cases adapted for
cellular phones; cellular phones; smartphones; protective covers for smartphones; protective
cases for smartphones; electronic book readers; protective cases for electronic book readers;
cordless telephones; cordless telephone holders in the nature of a case; telephone receivers;
telephone apparatus; video telephones; cell phone straps; batteries for cellular phones;
microphones for cellular phones; loudspeakers for cellular phones; earphones for cellular
phones; battery chargers for cellular phones; battery charger cases for cellular phones; in-ear
headphones; headphones; headphone cases; hands free kits for telephones; hands free kits for
cellular phones; smartwatches; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks, being
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hand-held monopods; cases adapted for cameras; cameras for photography; digital cameras;
cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; lanyards, being straps, for
cameras; digital photo frames; carrying cases for exposed slide film; photographic slides;
video screens; home theater projectors; protective helmets for sports; blank recordable audio-
video compact discs; blank recordable DVDs; holders and carrying cases specially adapted
for compact discs and DVDs; protective carrying cases for portable music players; protective
carrying cases for portable music and video players; digital audio players; loudspeakers;
compact disc players; carrying cases adapted for CD players; DVD recorders; DVD players;
carrying cases adapted for DVD players; portable MP3 players; carrying cases for portable
MP3 players; protective covers for portable MP3 players; portable compact disc music
players; prerecorded magnetic tapes, cartridges and disks featuring fashion and art; walkie
talkies; antennas; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, audiovisual recordings featuring
music and animation; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books,
magazines, and newsletters in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; blank
magnetic data carriers; blank sound recording discs; prerecorded audio discs featuring fashion
and art; prerecorded DVDs featuring fashion and art; blank audio and video tapes; blank
sound recording carriers in the nature of Compact discs; video recorders; blank video
cassettes; blank USB flash drives; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; time
clocks, being time recording devices; thread counters; rulers, being measuring instruments;
electric measuring devices, namely, electric lasers for measuring; barometers; calculating
machines; pocket calculators; chronographs, being time recording apparatus; scales;
pedometers; navigation apparatus for vehicles, being on-board computers; magnetically
encoded key cards; electronic agendas; carrying cases for electronic agenda; protective covers
for electronic agendas; hologram apparatus; electronic interactive whiteboards; interactive
touch screen terminals; decorative magnets; electronic pens, being visual display units;
lanyards, being straps, especially adapted for holding cellular phones, MP3 players, cameras,
video cameras, eyeglasses, sunglasses, magnetic encoded cards; baby monitors; audio baby
monitors; video baby monitors; baby scales; protective helmets for children; downloadable
educational software for children

CLASS 14: Precious stones; jade; imitation jewellery; costume jewellery; jewellery and
imitation jewellery, namely, trinkets, charms, threads of precious metal, bracelets, necklaces,
lockets, chains, rings, brooches, medallions, pins, amulets; jewellery, namely, silver thread,
threads of precious metal, gold thread, bracelets made of embroidered textile, pearls,
pendants; cloisonné jewellery; earrings; diadems; medals; ornamental pins; tie pins; cufflinks;
necklaces in the nature of lanyards, being keycords; key chains, being key chains with trinket
or decorative fob; key rings, being split rings with trinket or decorative fob; charms for key
rings; decorative key fobs of metal; key rings of leather; key rings, not of metal; split rings of
precious metal for keys; decorative key fobs of leather; decorative key fobs of imitation
leather; charms for key rings; key fobs of common metal; key fobs, not of metal; decorative
key holders of precious metal; key holders of precious metal; key holders of metal; key tags
of plastic; badges of precious metal; rosaries; paste jewellery, being costume jewellery; hat
jewellery; shoe jewellery; shoe ornaments of precious metal being shoe jewelry; hat
ornaments of precious metal being hat jewelry; jewellery cases, being caskets, not of precious
metal; jewellery cases, being caskets; decorative boxes of precious metal; statues of precious
metal; figurines, being statuettes, of precious metal; statuettes of precious metal; works of art
of precious metal; jewellery; charms for jewellery; charms for bracelets; charms for
necklaces; clocks; wall clocks; watches; alarm clocks; chronometers; chronographs, being
watches; wristwatches; stopwatches; pocket watches; cases being parts of clocks and watches;
watch bands; watch straps; watch chains; watch bracelets

CLASS 16: Magazines, being periodicals in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and
accessories; magazines for children featuring fictional stories, games and learning activities;
newspapers; newspaper comic strips, being printed matter; pamphlets in the field of fashion
and luxury apparel and accessories; pamphlets for children featuring fictional stories, game
and learning activities; booklets in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories;
periodicals in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; newsletters in the field
of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; printed publications, namely, brochures,
booklets, and teaching materials in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories;
posters; handbooks, being manuals in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories;
calendars; catalogues in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; brochures in
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the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; Informational flyers featuring fashion
and luxury apparel and accessories; non-fiction books in the field of fashion and luxury
apparel and accessories; children's books featuring stories, games and learning activities;
children's books; children's activity books; printed children's books incorporating audio
contents, in the nature of a CD sold as a unit; coloring books; school writing books;
yearbooks in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; manuals, being
handbooks in the field of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; gift wrapping paper;
banners of paper; bunting of paper; writing paper; handkerchiefs of paper; bibs of paper;
towels of paper; table linen of paper; place mats of paper; table runners of paper; table
napkins of paper; boxes of paper or cardboard; hat boxes of cardboard; containers made of
cardboard; printed patterns for making clothes; printed sewing patterns; printed embroidery
designs, being patterns; printed patterns for dressmaking; printed knitting patterns; decorative
stickers for helmets; bumper stickers; transfers, being decalcomanias; event albums; sketch
books; scratch pads; sketches; architects' models; blueprints; printed prospectuses in the field
of fashion and luxury apparel and accessories; printed photographs; graphic art reproductions;
printed art reproductions; works of art of paper; print engravings; lithographs; occasion cards;
cards bearing universal greetings; gift tags of paper; announcement cards, being stationery;
invitation cards; postcards; greeting cards; photo albums; photograph stands; photograph
albums; stickers, being stationery; sticker albums; photo holders made of paper; bookmarkers;
pens, being office requisites; fountain pens; ball-point pens; roller-tip pens; writing pens; felt-
tip markers; pencils; pastels; crayons; chalks; painting sets for children; drawing brushes;
stationery cases; carrying cases of leather specially adapted for agendas and weekly planners;
drawing sets comprised of pencils and paper; pen boxes; pencil boxes; pen toppers; pencil
toppers; pen cases; pencil cases; penholders; pencil holders; stands for pens and pencils;
modelling clay for children; stationery, namely, document covers, document files, document
holders; desk mats; desk top organizers; personal organizers; blank exercise books; note
books; cube-shaped notebooks; scratch pads; notepads; diaries; agendas; weekly planners,
being stationery; agenda covers; weekly planner covers; address booklet covers; album
covers; book covers; folders, being stationery; labels of paper or cardboard; paper adhesive
labels; paperweights; page holders; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; drawing pads;
adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; adhesive tape dispensers, being office
requisites; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; office requisites, namely,
paper knives, being cutters; rubber erasers; erasers; correspondence holders; passport holders;
stationery-type portfolios; illustration boards; paper gift wrapping ribbons; inkstands;
clipboards; presentation folders; trading cards, other than for games; shopping bags of plastic;
shopping bags of paper; placards of paper or cardboard; printed advertising boards of paper or
cardboard; money clips

CLASS 18: Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases of leather or leatherboard; leather straps;
card cases, being notecases; credit card cases, being wallets; calling card cases; furniture
coverings of leather; business card cases; document cases; labels of leather; clothing for pets;
collars for pets; bags for carrying animals; bags, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, sports
bags, shoulder bags; handbags; evening purses, being handbags; textile shopping bags; leather
shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; duffle bags; waist bags; Boston bags; shoulder bags;
travelling trunks; beach bags; clutch bags; attaché cases; school bags; school satchels;
schoolchildren's backpacks; randsels, being Japanese school satchels; bags for sports; garment
bags for travel; purses; wallets; pocket wallets; carrying cases for documents; key cases; key
bags; key wallets; briefcases; pouches, of leather, for packaging; luggage; pouches for
holding make-up, keys and other personal items; shoe bags for travel; all-purpose sports bags;
saddlebags; knapsacks; backpacks; rucksacks; haversacks; overnight suitcases; trunks, being
luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; hat boxes for travel not of paper or cardboard; hat boxes of
leather; handbag frames; key cases of leather; shoulder belts, being straps, of leather; leather
straps; pouches of leather; suitcases; suitcases with wheels; travelling bag sets, being
leatherware; travelling bags of leather; all-purpose carrying bags for campers; all-purpose
carrying bags for climbers; tote bags; sling bags for carrying infants; slings for carrying
infants; pouch baby carriers; backpacks for carrying babies; infant carriers worn on the body;
umbrellas for children; reins for guiding children; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks;
mountaineering sticks; harness fittings; golf umbrellas; umbrella covers

CLASS 25: Clothing, namely, jackets, lightweight jackets, stuff jackets, jerseys, wristbands,
headbands, veils, tops, knitwear being sweaters, furs, aprons, ski masks, gabardines; sleeved
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or sleeveless jackets; heavy jackets; bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather
jackets; padded jackets; wind-resistant jackets; waterproof jackets; down jackets; sleeveless
down jackets; sports jackets; ski jackets; snowboard jackets; long jackets; windcheaters; ski
windcheaters; snowboard windcheaters; anoraks, being parkas; down anoraks; parkas; down
parkas; fur jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats with removable lining; overcoats; coats; fur coats;
raincoats; cardigans; pullovers; shirts; T-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; undershirts; shirts for
wear with suits; chemises; camisoles; blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; sweaters; jumpers,
being pullovers; sports jerseys; trousers; ski pants; snowboard pants; ski trousers; shorts;
Bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; skorts; work overalls; clothing for gymnastics, namely,
leotards, athletic tights, and gymnastic shoes; jogging suits; jogging suit trousers; training
suits; track suits; ski suits; snowboard suits; suits; dresses for women; evening dresses;
gowns; blazers; formal wear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, and footwear; petticoats;
corselets; twin sets; leggings, being trousers; leggings, being leg warmers; leg warmers;
dungarees; ponchos; wedding dresses; ready made clothing, namely, shirts, tops and dresses;
outer clothing, namely, jackets, coats, hats; masquerade costumes; tank-tops; hosiery;
clothing of leather or imitations of leather, namely, pants; waterproof clothing, namely,
jackets, pants, shirts, shorts, and dresses; pants; sweat pants; pelerines; pinafore dresses;
tuxedos; rompers; leotards; slacks; tunics; school uniforms; athletic uniforms; breeches for
wear; golf clothing, other than gloves, namely, pants and shirts; cuffs; dance clothing,
namely, leotards, tights, dance costumes; smocks; bathing caps; swimming caps; beach cover-
ups; beach clothes, namely, bathing suits and swim shorts; swimsuits; bathing drawers being
bathing suits; bathing trunks; bikinis; bath robes; pareus; babies' pants, being clothing; bibs,
not of paper; layettes, being clothing; babies' sleepwear; socks; stockings; tights; sports socks;
pantyhose; unitards; garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; shoes; leather shoes;
sports shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes; mountaineering shoes; running shoes; ski
footwear; after ski footwear; footwear for snowboarding; rain footwear; sneakers; slippers;
bath slippers; sandals; bath sandals; flip-flops, being footwear; soles for footwear; footwear
uppers; boots; half-boots; lace boots; rain boots; ski boots; after ski boots; snowboard boots;
boots for sports; horse-riding boots; clogs; overshoes; scarves; cloaks; shawls; stoles; fur
stoles; bandanas, being neckerchiefs; clothing articles, namely, foulards; neckties; bow-ties;
ascots; neckerchiefs; pocket squares; neck warmers being clothing; clothing, namely, gloves,
muffs, belts, collars, money belts; mittens; ski gloves; snowboard gloves; braces for clothing,
being suspenders; suspenders; waistbands, being parts of clothing; sashes for wear; boas,
being necklets; mufflers, being neck scarves; underwear; singlets; sport singlets; slips, being
undergarments; panties; underpants; drawers, being clothing; briefs; boxer briefs; pyjamas;
dressing gowns; nightgowns; vests; brassieres; corsets, being underclothing; bodices, being
lingerie; girdles; teddies, being underclothing; sleep masks; headwear, namely, caps, visors;
hats; cap peaks; caps with visors; berets; hoods, being clothing; ear muffs, being clothing

CLASS 28: Apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external
display screen or monitor; video game machines; pocket-sized video game machines; pocket-
sized electronic video, arcade, LCD game machines; portable games with liquid crystal
displays; controllers for game consoles; joysticks for video games; balls for games; counters,
being discs, for games; bladders of balls for games; ring games; conjuring apparatus, namely,
magic tricks; roulette wheels; skittles, being games; shuttlecocks; marionettes; kites; kite
reels; quoits; toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; remote-controlled toy vehicles; toy
cars; kaleidoscopes; toy masks, being playthings; theatrical masks; play balloons; toy pistols;
dolls; dolls' beds; dolls' feeding bottles; dolls' clothes; dolls' houses; dolls' rooms; teddy bears;
puzzles; jigsaw puzzles; parlor games; toys, namely, mobiles, building blocks, flying discs,
scooters, soap bubbles being bubble making wand and solution sets, spinning tops; rocking
horses; dominoes; building games; toy construction sets; playground slides, being playthings;
novelty toys for playing practical jokes; butterfly nets; scale model vehicles; playing cards;
cases for playing cards; dice; draughts, being games; draughtboards; backgammon games;
checkers, being games; board games; chess games; chess sets; chess pieces; checkerboards;
chessboards; mah-jong; bingo cards; rackets; playing balls; nets for sports; race tracks, being
toys; darts; swimming pools, being play articles; novelties for parties, dances, being party
favors in the nature of small toys; cases for play accessories; snow globes; paper party hats;
scratch cards for playing lottery games; toys for pets; plush dolls in the form of characters and
animals; rubber character toys; animated and non-animated toy figures; stuffed toys and
unstuffed toys in the form of plastic character toys; puppets; stuffed puppets; plush toys;
stuffed toys; rattles, being playthings; rattles for babies; baby rattles incorporating teething
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rings; crib musical toys for babies; baby gyms; plush toys with attached comfort blanket;
tricycles for infants, being toys; tables for indoor football; tables for table tennis; golf bags,
with or without wheels; golf gloves; golf clubs; divot repair tools, being golf accessories;
billiard cues; pool cue tips; billiard markers; billiard tables; billiard balls; tennis nets; tennis
ball throwing apparatus; tennis rackets; battledore bats; table tennis rackets; strings for
rackets; bowling apparatus and machinery; bags specially designed to hold cricket equipment;
hockey sticks; coin-operated billiard tables; grip tapes for rackets; skis; snow skis; edges of
skis; ski brakes; ski poles; ski sticks; ski bindings; fitted shaped covers specially adapted for
ski bindings; fitted shaped covers specially adapted for skis; bags adapted for skis; sole
coverings for skis; seal skins, being coverings for skis; bindings for alpine skis; surf skis;
bob-sleighs; discuses for sports; surfboards; sleds, being sports articles; snow sleds for
recreational use; sailboards; snowboards; bar-bells; appliances for gymnastics; fencing
weapons; climbers' harness; mountaineering equipment, namely, ascenders, binding straps,
hooks, hook and ring combinations; paragliders; hang gliders; skateboards; spring boards,
being sports articles; twirling batons; bags especially designed for surfboards; harness for
sailboards; masts for sailboards; paintball guns, being sports apparatus; surfboard leashes;
skipping ropes; batting gloves, being accessories for games; fencing gauntlets; exercise
pulleys; exercise benches; jumping ropes; punching bags; roller skates; in-line roller skates;
ice skates; skating boots with skates attached; boxing gloves; baseball gloves; gloves for
games, namely, football gloves, bowling gloves, lacrosse gloves; snowshoes; swimming
belts; swimming rings; swimming kick boards; flippers for swimming; water wings; arm
floats for swimming; swimming jackets; recreational floats for swimming; swimming gloves;
inflatable armbands for swimming; swimming floats for recreational use; hand-held party
poppers; streamers, being party novelties; balloons, being party novelties

CLASS 35: Retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of
detergents, cleaning, preparations, non-medicated soaps, perfumery, essential oils, non-
medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, non-medicated dentifrices; retail and
wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of candles, eyeglasses,
sunglasses, anti-glare glasses, ski goggles, goggles for use in sport, swimming goggles,
eyeglass and sunglass cases, eyeglass and sunglass lenses, eyeglass and sunglass frames;
retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of eyeglass and
sunglass chains, eyeglass and sunglass cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, pince-nez chains,
pince-nez cords, pince-nez mountings, correcting lenses, being optics; retail and wholesale
store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of holders, cases, and covers for
personal electronics, electronic apparatus holders, electronic apparatus cases, electronic
apparatus covers; retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of
photographic, and optical goods in the nature of cameras, telescopes; retail and wholesale
store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of apparatus for recording, transmission
or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs,
DVDs and other digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, calculating
machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software; retail and wholesale
store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of apparatus for lighting, lamps, precious
metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones, horological and
chronometric instruments, key rings, key fobs, key cases, key holders, key bags; retail and
wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of paper and cardboard,
printed matter, photographs, stationery and office requisites, adhesives for stationery or
household purposes, artists' and drawing materials, paintbrushes; retail and wholesale store
services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of bags, cases and holders, being leatherware,
leatherware, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, trunks, travelling bags,
umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery, collars, leashes and clothing
for animals; retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of
furniture, mirrors, picture frames, ropes and string, nets, tents and tarpaulins, awnings of
textile or synthetic materials, sails, sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk;
retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of textiles and
substitutes for textiles, household linen, curtains of textile or plastic, bed covers, table covers,
clothing, footwear, headgear; retail and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties,
also on-line, of lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and
needles, artificial flowers, hair decorations, false hair, carpets, rugs, mats and matting; retail
and wholesale store services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of games, toys and
playthings, video game apparatus, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas
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trees, smokers' articles; providing television home shopping services in the field of general
consumer merchandise; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of
products and services; sales promotion for others; outsourcing services, namely, business
assistance; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing fashion and luxury apparel
and accessories for other businesses; demonstration of goods; shop window dressing;
sponsorship search; business inquiries; business information; administrative processing of
purchase orders; business organization and management of customer loyalty programs;
business administration of consumer loyalty programs; commercial administration of the
licensing of the goods and services of others; organization of fashion shows for promotional
purposes; organization of events, exhibitions, trade fairs and fashion shows for commercial,
promotional and advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or
advertising purposes; organization of marketing promotional events for others; arranging and
conducting of promotional and marketing events; event marketing, namely, arranging and
conducting marketing promotional events for others; news clipping services; public relations;
on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising of goods and services on the Internet
and by means of mobile telephony services and by electronic mail; bill-posting; rental of
advertising space; publicity material rental; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising
agency services; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; writing of publicity texts;
publication of publicity texts; promoting the sale of fashion goods through promotional
articles in magazines; distribution of samples for publicity purposes; distribution and
dissemination of advertising materials, namely, leaflets, prospectuses, printed material,
samples; advertising planning services; promotional services, namely, advertising services;
product merchandising for others; search engine optimization for sales promotion; web site
traffic optimization; consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy; consultancy
regarding public relations communications strategy; social media strategy and marketing
consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; consultancy and advisory
services in the field of business strategy; business management consultancy relating to
strategy, marketing, production, personnel and retail sale matters; business management
assistance; marketing strategy planning; advice in the field of business management and
marketing; business information; marketing research; market research, opinion polling
studies; business investigations; public opinion polling; providing an on-line commercial
information directory on the Internet; compiling indexes of information for commercial or
advertising purposes; relocation services for businesses; business auditing; business
management of hotels

CLASS 41: Conducting entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, educational
events, and entertainment and cultural activities, in the nature of live performances by a
musical band, live appearances by a sports celebrity, conducting classes in the fields of
fashion and art, fashion modeling for entertainment purposes, entertainment in the nature of
fashion shows, and art exhibitions; entertainment services, namely, fashion shows and art
exhibitions; organization, production, presentation and conducting of music concerts,
festivals, tours and other live musical and cultural performances, events and activities, in the
nature of dance events; arranging of film events, musical events, cultural and sporting events
and live entertainment events, namely, fashion shows; organization of fashion shows for
entertainment purposes; entertainment in the nature of fashion shows; arranging special
events for others in the nature of award ceremonies and gala evenings for social and
entertainment purposes; party planning for entertainment purposes; organization and
presentation of shows, competitions, games, concerts and entertainment events in the nature
of live music concerts; organization of balls; organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes;
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing recreation
facilities; providing information about education, fashion design training, entertainment,
sporting and cultural activities; providing information about entertainment and entertainment
events via on-line networks and the Internet; production and presentation of audio and video
recordings, and still and moving images; electronic publishing services, namely, publication
of text and graphic works of others on CD, DVD, on-line featuring fashion; on-line digital
publishing services; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; digital video, audio
and multimedia entertainment publishing services; publication of fashion magazines for
entertainment purposes; news reporting services in the field of fashion; publication of
multimedia material being magazines, journals, on-line; electronic desktop publishing;
publication of yearbooks; publication of calendars; publication of brochures; publication of
newsletters; publication of catalogs; publication of books, magazines and other texts, other
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than publicity texts; publication of printed matter being texts, journals, also in electronic
form, other than for advertising purposes; publication of texts, other than publicity texts;
electronic publication of information in the form of articles on a wide range of topics on-line;
publishing services in the nature of open-access publishing services, namely, publication of
electronic digital video, audio and multimedia works for others; providing on-line electronic
publications, not downloadable in the nature of books in the field of fashion; writing of texts
in the nature of screenplays; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; arranging of
symposiums and training workshops in the fields of fashion and art; arranging and conducting
of conferences, conventions, educational exhibitions, classes, lectures, seminars and training
workshops in the fields of fashion and art; provision of training courses in the fields of
fashion and art; providing of training via a global computer network in the fields of fashion
and art; conducting of instructional, educational and training courses for young people and
adults in the fields of fashion and art; conducting of training workshops in the fields of
fashion and art; conducting of educational courses in the fields of fashion and art; training in
the field of design of interiors and design of clothing; training to recognize fake products for
the prevention of counterfeiting; conducting of training courses in the field of technology and
innovation; education in the form of workshops and training in the field of electronic data
processing; education in the form of workshops and training relating to nature conservation
and the environment; business training; vocational skills training in the fields of fashion and
art; vocational guidance, being education or training advice; higher education, academic,
linguistic and vocational education workshops, courses, seminars and training services;
photography; photographic reporting; health club services, being health and fitness training;
club services in the nature of entertainment, in particular, night club services, comedy club
service; organization of sports events and competitions, namely, swimming meet, soccer
competition; providing golf facilities; providing recreation facilities for physical education,
games and sporting; providing sports facilities; arranging of games and competitions being
video game tournaments and athletic competitions via the Internet; organization of games and
competitions being video game tournaments and athletic competitions; organization of
educational, entertainment, cultural and sporting competitions being video game tournaments
and athletic competitions; arranging of beauty contests; providing recreational areas in the
nature of play areas for children; providing after school educational programs in the fields of
fashion and art and play facilities for children; modelling for artists; ticket reservation and
booking services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; ticket agency services for
entertainment events; providing non-downloadable playback of digital music from the
Internet; providing on-line videos, featuring fashion and art, not downloadable

CLASS 42: Dress designing; design of fashion accessories; fashion design; footwear design;
clothing design; design of headwear; jewellery and imitation jewellery design; providing
information about fashion design services; styling, being industrial design; industrial and
graphic art design; graphic illustrators' services; architectural consultancy; interior decoration
consultancy; interior design; design of interior decor; commercial art design; packaging
design; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable applications that enable users
to design clothing and accessories in the fields of fashion and art and software development
tools; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications that enable
users to design clothing and accessories in the fields of fashion and art accessible via a web
site; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable business software that enables
users to design clothing and accessories in the fields of fashion and art; providing temporary
use of on-line non-downloadable software for importing and managing data; computer system
design; computer software design, namely, design and development of electronic databases;
computer software design, namely, design and development of systems for data input, output,
processing, display and storage; data encryption and decoding services; design, maintenance,
rental and updating of computer software; design, updating and rental of computer software;
configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, upgrading and maintenance of computer
software; design and development of computer software for reading, transmitting and
organizing data; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for
word processing, data processing and process control; rental of computer software; data
security consultancy; internet security consultancy; consultancy in the design and
development of computer hardware; outsource service providers in the field of information
technology; quality control services for others; quality control of goods and services; quality
control of partly manufactured goods; quality control product testing; inspection of goods for
quality control; conducting of product quality control tests; product quality testing; testing,
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analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for conformity with certification
standards; quality control services for conformity with certification standards; testing services
for conformity with certification quality or standards; technical testing in the field of fashion
apparel and accessories and quality control services related thereto; quality control testing and
consultancy relating to the field of fashion apparel and accessories; providing quality
assurance consultancy in the fields of fashion and art; process monitoring for quality
assurance in the fields of fashion and art; consumer product safety testing; testing of raw
materials; textile testing; testing, authentication and quality control in the fields of fashion
and art; technical research projects and studies in the fields of fashion and art; development of
measuring and testing methods in the fields of fashion and art; surveying; analysis and
evaluation of product development in the fields of fashion and art; research services for the
development of new products in the fields of fashion and art; development of new technology
for others in the fields of fashion and art

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY
PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR

PRIORITY DATE OF 05-11-2017 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1450763 DATED 10-18-2017,
EXPIRES 10-18-2027

SER. NO. 79-252,309, FILED 10-18-2017
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 5,445,480 

Registered Apr. 17, 2018 

Int. Cl.: 25

Trademark

Principal Register 

MONCLER S.P.A. (ITALY JOINT STOCK COMPANY)
Via Stendhal, 47
I-20144 Milano
ITALY

CLASS 25: Down jackets, being clothing; sleeved or sleeveless down jackets; heavy down
jackets; lightweight down jackets, being clothing; bomber jackets, reversible down jackets;
rain jackets; leather jackets; padded down jackets; wind-resistant down jackets; waterproof
jackets; stuff down jackets, being clothing; down jackets; sleeveless down jackets; sports
jackets; down ski jackets; down snowboard jackets; down long jackets; down windcheaters;
down ski windcheaters; down snowboard windcheaters; anoraks made of down; down
anoraks; parkas made of down; down parkas; fur jackets; waistcoats; waistcoats with
removable lining; down overcoats; coats made of down; fur coats; raincoats; shirts; polo
shirts; sport shirts; shirts for wear with suits; sweatshirts; sweaters; jumpers, being pullovers;
jerseys, being clothing; sports jerseys; trousers; ski trousers; snowboard pants; ski pants;
shorts; Bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts, overalls; track suits; down ski suits; down snowboard
suits; suits; dresses; headbands, being clothing; leg warmers; ready-made clothing, namely,
shirts, tops and dresses; tops, being clothing; knitwear, being clothing, namely, tops, scarves
and hats; hosiery; clothing of leather or imitations of leather, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and
dresses; waterproof clothing, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; pants; pelerines;
rompers; leotards; slacks; athletic uniforms; cuffs; ski masks, being clothing; children's
clothing, namely, pants, shirts, shorts and dresses; children's headgear, namely, baby bonnets;
articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and toddlers, namely, baby bonnets and
baby pants; babies' pants, being clothing; bibs, not of paper; layettes, being clothing; baby
sleeping bags, namely, infant sleepwear without individual legs; socks; stockings; tights;
shoes; sports shoes; mountaineering shoes; ski footwear; after ski footwear; footwear for
snowboarding; slippers; boots; half-boots; lace boots; ski boots; after ski boots; snowboard
boots; boots for sports; scarves; cloaks; shawls; stoles; fur stoles; foulards, being clothing
articles; neckwear; clothing, namely, gloves, muffs, mittens; ski gloves; snowboard gloves;
sashes for wear; headwear; ear muffs, being clothing

PRIORITY DATE OF 07-07-2016 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1342209 DATED 12-16-2016,
EXPIRES 12-16-2026

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the following apart from the mark as shown:
"DOUDOUNE"
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The English Translation of the wording "DOUDOUNE D'AIR" in the mark is "AIR DOWN
JACKET".

SER. NO. 79-206,419, FILED 12-16-2016

Page: 2 of 3 / RN # 5445480
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REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years*
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods*
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with
the payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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Reg. No. 6,202,576

Registered Nov. 24, 2020

Int. Cl.: 25

Trademark

Principal Register

MONCLER S.P.A. 
Via Stendhal, 47 
I-20144 Milano 
ITALY

CLASS 25: Clothing, namely, jackets, sleeveless jackets, down jackets, excluding 
jackets for children

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO 
ANY PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR

PRIORITY DATE OF 01-23-2018 IS CLAIMED

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1450372 DATED 06-21-2018, 
EXPIRES 06-21-2028

SER. NO. 79-252,128, FILED 06-21-2018
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Page: 2 of 2 / RN # 6202576

REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE 
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.

Requirements in the First Ten  Years* 
What and When to File:

First Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th 

years after the registration date.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  If the declaration is accepted, the 

registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration 

date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.

•

Second Filing Deadline:  You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application 

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

•

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Periods* 
What and When to File:

You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse)  and  an  Application for Renewal 
between every 9th and 10th-year period, calculated from the registration date.*

•

Grace Period Filings*

The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with the 
payment of an additional fee.

*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS:  The holder of an international registration with an 
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use (or 
Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). The 
time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date).  The 
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for nationally 
issued registrations.  See 15 U.S.C. §§1058, 1141k.  However, owners of international registrations do not file 
renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying international 
registration at the International Bureau of the  World Intellectual Property Organization, under Article 7 of the 
Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year term of protection, calculated from the date of the 
international registration.  See 15 U.S.C. §1141j.  For more information and renewal forms for the international 
registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.

NOTE:  Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations are subject to change.  Please check the 
USPTO website for further information.  With the exception of renewal applications for registered 
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at 
http://www.uspto.gov.

NOTE:  A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark 
owners/holders who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a current e-mail address with the 
USPTO. To ensure that e-mail is authorized and your address is current, please use the Trademark 
Electronic  Application System (TEAS) Correspondence  Address and Change of Owner  Address Forms 
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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JS44 (Rev. 6/2017 NDGA) CIVIL COVER SHEET
The JS44 civil cover sheet and the information contained herein neither replace nor supplement the filing and service of pleadings or other papers as required by law, except as provided by
local rules of court.  This form is required for the use of the Clerk of Court for the purpose of initiating the civil docket record.  (SEE INSTRUCTIONS ATTACHED)

I. (a) PLAINTIFF(S) DEFENDANT(S)

   (b) COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OF FIRST LISTED COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OF FIRST LISTED
             PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

(EXCEPT IN U.S. PLAINTIFF CASES)          (IN  U.S. PLAINTIFF CASES ONLY)

NOTE:  IN LAND CONDEMNATION CASES, USE THE LOCATION OF THE TRACT OF  LAND
INVOLVED

   (c) ATTORNEYS (FIRM NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER, AND    ATTORNEYS  (IF KNOWN)
                            E-MAIL ADDRESS)

II. BASIS OF JURISDICTION III. CITIZENSHIP OF PRINCIPAL PARTIES
            (PLACE AN “X” IN ONE BOX ONLY)    (PLACE AN “X” IN ONE BOX FOR PLAINTIFF AND ONE BOX FOR DEFENDANT)

(FOR  DIVERSITY CASES ONLY)

           PLF          DEF PLF           DEF    

       1  U.S. GOVERNMENT 3  FEDERAL QUESTION 1               1   CITIZEN OF THIS STATE 4 4       INCORPORATED OR PRINCIPAL 
           PLAINTIFF (U.S. GOVERNMENT NOT A PARTY)              PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THIS STATE

       2  U.S. GOVERNMENT 4  DIVERSITY 2               2    CITIZEN OF ANOTHER STATE         5 5       INCORPORATED AND PRINCIPAL
           DEFENDANT (INDICATE CITIZENSHIP OF PARTIES PLACE OF BUSINESS IN ANOTHER STATE              

IN ITEM III)
3               3    CITIZEN OR SUBJECT OF A              6     6       FOREIGN NATION

FOREIGN COUNTRY  

IV. ORIGIN  (PLACE AN “X “IN ONE BOX ONLY)
TRANSFERRED FROM               MULTIDISTRICT            APPEAL TO DISTRICT JUDGE

    1 ORIGINAL 2  REMOVED FROM            3 REMANDED FROM             4 REINSTATED OR           5 ANOTHER DISTRICT               6 LITIGATION -              7  FROM MAGISTRATE JUDGE
PROCEEDING              STATE COURT APPELLATE COURT              REOPENED  (Specify District) TRANSFER JUDGMENT

               MULTIDISTRICT
              8 LITIGATION -            

               DIRECT FILE

V. CAUSE OF ACTION (CITE THE U.S. CIVIL STATUTE UNDER WHICH YOU ARE FILING AND WRITE A BRIEF STATEMENT OF CAUSE -  DO NOT CITE
JURISDICTIONAL STATUTES UNLESS DIVERSITY)

(IF COMPLEX, CHECK REASON BELOW)

1. Unusually large number of parties. 6. Problems locating or preserving evidence

2. Unusually large number of claims or defenses. 7. Pending parallel investigations or actions by government.

3. Factual issues are exceptionally complex 8. Multiple use of experts.

4. Greater than normal volume of evidence. 9. Need for discovery outside United States boundaries.

5. Extended discovery period is needed. 10. Existence of highly technical issues and proof.

CONTINUED ON REVERSE
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

RECEIPT # AMOUNT  $  APPLYING IFP  MAG. JUDGE (IFP) ______________________

JUDGE MAG. JUDGE NATURE OF SUIT             CAUSE OF ACTION______________________
(Referral)
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VI. NATURE OF SUIT (PLACE AN “X” IN ONE BOX ONLY)

CONTRACT - "0" MONTHS DISCOVERY TRACK
150 RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENT &  
         ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT
152 RECOVERY OF DEFAULTED STUDENT               
        LOANS (Excl. Veterans)
153 RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENT OF 
        VETERAN'S BENEFITS

CONTRACT - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY TRACK
110 INSURANCE
120 MARINE
130 MILLER ACT
140 NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT
151 MEDICARE ACT
160 STOCKHOLDERS' SUITS
190 OTHER CONTRACT
195 CONTRACT PRODUCT LIABILITY
196 FRANCHISE

REAL PROPERTY - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

210 LAND CONDEMNATION
220 FORECLOSURE
230 RENT LEASE & EJECTMENT
240 TORTS TO LAND
245 TORT PRODUCT LIABILITY
290 ALL OTHER REAL PROPERTY

TORTS - PERSONAL INJURY - "4" MONTHS
DISCOVERY TRACK

310 AIRPLANE
315 AIRPLANE PRODUCT LIABILITY
320 ASSAULT, LIBEL & SLANDER
330 FEDERAL EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
340 MARINE
345 MARINE PRODUCT LIABILITY
350 MOTOR VEHICLE
355 MOTOR VEHICLE PRODUCT LIABILITY
360 OTHER PERSONAL INJURY
362 PERSONAL INJURY - MEDICAL
       MALPRACTICE
365 PERSONAL INJURY - PRODUCT LIABILITY   
367 PERSONAL INJURY - HEALTH CARE/

   PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT LIABILITY
368 ASBESTOS PERSONAL INJURY PRODUCT          

   LIABILITY

TORTS - PERSONAL PROPERTY - "4" MONTHS
DISCOVERY TRACK

370 OTHER FRAUD
371 TRUTH IN LENDING
380 OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY DAMAGE       
385 PROPERTY DAMAGE PRODUCT LIABILITY   

BANKRUPTCY - "0" MONTHS DISCOVERY TRACK
422 APPEAL 28 USC 158
423 WITHDRAWAL 28 USC 157

CIVIL RIGHTS - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY TRACK
440 OTHER CIVIL RIGHTS
441 VOTING
442 EMPLOYMENT
443 HOUSING/ ACCOMMODATIONS
445 AMERICANS with DISABILITIES -  Employment 
446 AMERICANS with DISABILITIES -  Other
448 EDUCATION 

IMMIGRATION - "0" MONTHS DISCOVERY TRACK
462 NATURALIZATION APPLICATION
465 OTHER IMMIGRATION ACTIONS

PRISONER PETITIONS - "0" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

463 HABEAS CORPUS- Alien Detainee
510 MOTIONS TO VACATE SENTENCE
530 HABEAS CORPUS
535 HABEAS CORPUS DEATH PENALTY
540 MANDAMUS & OTHER
550 CIVIL RIGHTS - Filed Pro se
555 PRISON CONDITION(S) - Filed Pro se
560 CIVIL DETAINEE: CONDITIONS OF
       CONFINEMENT

PRISONER PETITIONS - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

550 CIVIL RIGHTS - Filed by Counsel
555 PRISON CONDITION(S) - Filed by Counsel

FORFEITURE/PENALTY - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

625 DRUG RELATED SEIZURE OF PROPERTY
         21 USC 881
690 OTHER

LABOR - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY TRACK
710 FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT
720 LABOR/MGMT. RELATIONS
740 RAILWAY LABOR ACT
751 FAMILY and MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
790 OTHER LABOR LITIGATION
791 EMPL. RET. INC. SECURITY ACT

PROPERTY RIGHTS - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

820 COPYRIGHTS
840 TRADEMARK

PROPERTY RIGHTS - "8" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

SOCIAL SECURITY - "0" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

861 HIA (1395ff)
862 BLACK LUNG (923)
863 DIWC (405(g))
863 DIWW (405(g))
864 SSID TITLE XVI
865 RSI (405(g))

FEDERAL TAX SUITS - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

870 TAXES (U.S. Plaintiff or Defendant)
871 IRS - THIRD PARTY 26 USC 7609

OTHER STATUTES - "4" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

375 FALSE CLAIMS ACT
376 Qui Tam  31 USC 3729(a)
400 STATE REAPPORTIONMENT
430 BANKS AND BANKING
450 COMMERCE/ICC RATES/ETC.
460 DEPORTATION
470 RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT           

   ORGANIZATIONS
480 CONSUMER CREDIT
490 CABLE/SATELLITE TV
890 OTHER STATUTORY ACTIONS
891 AGRICULTURAL ACTS
893 ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
895 FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
899 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT /

   REVIEW OR APPEAL OF AGENCY DECISION
950 CONSTITUTIONALITY OF STATE STATUTES

OTHER STATUTES - "8" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

410 ANTITRUST
850 SECURITIES / COMMODITIES / EXCHANGE

OTHER STATUTES - “0" MONTHS DISCOVERY
TRACK

896   ARBITRATION 
(Confirm / Vacate / Order / Modify)

* PLEASE NOTE DISCOVERY
TRACK FOR EACH CASE TYPE.
SEE LOCAL RULE 26.3

VII. REQUESTED IN COMPLAINT:
                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            CHECK IF CLASS ACTION UNDER F.R.Civ.P. 23 DEMAND $_____________________________
                                                                                                                               
JURY DEMAND        YES         NO  (CHECK YES ONLY IF DEMANDED IN COMPLAINT)

VIII. RELATED/REFILED CASE(S) IF ANY
                                                                                                                                                                 JUDGE_______________________________ DOCKET NO._______________________

CIVIL CASES ARE DEEMED RELATED IF THE PENDING CASE INVOLVES:  (CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX)

1. PROPERTY INCLUDED IN AN EARLIER NUMBERED PENDING SUIT.
2. SAME ISSUE OF FACT OR ARISES OUT OF THE SAME EVENT OR TRANSACTION INCLUDED IN AN EARLIER NUMBERED PENDING SUIT.
3. VALIDITY OR INFRINGEMENT OF THE SAME PATENT, COPYRIGHT OR TRADEMARK INCLUDED IN AN EARLIER NUMBERED PENDING SUIT.
4. APPEALS ARISING OUT OF THE SAME BANKRUPTCY CASE AND ANY CASE RELATED THERETO WHICH HAVE BEEN DECIDED BY THE SAME

BANKRUPTCY JUDGE.
5. REPETITIVE CASES FILED BY PRO SE LITIGANTS.
6. COMPANION OR RELATED CASE TO CASE(S) BEING SIMULTANEOUSLY FILED (INCLUDE ABBREVIATED STYLE OF OTHER CASE(S)):

7. EITHER SAME OR ALL OF THE PARTIES AND ISSUES IN THIS CASE WERE PREVIOUSLY INVOLVED IN CASE NO.          , WHICH WAS
DISMISSED.  This case          IS      IS NOT (check one box) SUBSTANTIALLY THE SAME CASE. 

   SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY OF RECORD            DATE

830 PATENT
835 PATENT-ABBREVIATED NEW DRUG      

APPLICATIONS (ANDA) - a/k/a 
Hatch-Waxman cases
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